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UTTERANCES
OR
TROUBLING THE
ARCHIVE

“If we read the utterance as the
unspeakable, then we are presented
with fragments of the very things
selective memory bans from individual
and national consciousness, the
historical traces that are clearly
there but not allowed to be heard,
seen, or experienced.”

“The unspeakable may be officially
forgotten but that memory retains its
consequences.”

“The unspeakable cannot be forever
rendered inexpressible: the most
persistent mode of forgetting is
memory imperfectly deferred.”

“So it is this sense of deferral that
is a series of actions—more precisely
defined as memories—that activate the
unspeakable.”

“The utterance is reference to that
which cannot be spoken fully. Even as
the unspeakable nature of violence
denies a particular set of histories,
it must acknowledge them in order to
banish them from memory.”

NICOLE M. GUIDOTTI-HERNANDEZ1
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(un)common ground

(Un)common Ground
(re)orient your perspective to find
common ground
Before we begin, let me ask are there any Narragansett or Wampanoag folks in the space?
How about any descendants of the roughly
100,000 people sold into slavery in Rhode Island
in buildings like RISD’s Market House not more
than 100 yards from here?
No?
Then before we can move forward we need to
move toward some commonground.
**WHEREAS** colonization is alive and well, built
with brick and mortar into the very |walls| of this
space that refuses its indigenous inhabitants and
the descendants of the people whose exploited
labor made Providence possible yet received no
providence of their own >>>
**WHEREAS** the communities from which my
practice is grounded are not present in this room to
receive my words, offer guidance, or engage in dialogue regarding this declaration of my position >>>
**WHEREAS** this is not yet a safe space for
liberation, but an institutional space founded in
the imperialist, capitalist, white supremacist hetero-patriarchy >>>
**WHEREAS** I could neither destroy nor reclaim
this space without visiting violence sanctioned by
the settler state upon me >>>

bobby joe smith iii
thesis Position presentation
design center: 10.05.2019
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**WHEREAS** any land acknowledgement ceremony would only reify, not raze, structures of
power and domination by recalling the violent
act of colonization without holding the state
accountable, unpacking our complicity, or rectifying the injustice >>>
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**WHEREAS** any discussion concerning decolonization must be grounded in territory >>>
I HEREBY CLAIM a new space, a sovereign space,
a space for all beings who recognize their liberation is bound up with mine. This is a space
defined not by |boundaries| or #demarcations#
but through connections—and—commitments: to
each other, to the land, to our ancestors, and to
sustainable futurities. This space, our space if we
choose it, is a creative space, a destructive space,
a subversive space. It is a space activated through
individual and collective acts of decolonization.
I claim this space because without it I don’t know
how to speak to you. Not because I don’t know
how to talk about my practice or my personal position, but because until we find common ground
I don’t know what my position is in relation to
you. Even after four years studying design, I still
have not figured out how to package something
that is not meant for you. What’s more, I am reticent to render my labor legible to an institution
that was not built for me. You see, we may be in
the same room, but we occupy different spaces,
and I know better than to expose my position to
colonizers. I am holding this space as a bridge, a
liminal space we activate through collective acts
of making common. To co-habit a common space
we must reorient our relationship to each other.
Are you with me?
Are you with me?
--This is where I’m from.
<img src=“img/IMG_9050.JPG”>
Standing Rock, North Dakota. To many it is an
unremarkable place, but to me it is a space of
immense complexity, mystery, possibility, and
freedom. For literally millennia my ancestors
have nourished themselves on this land, learned
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its lessons, survived its hardships, and returned
to it in passing. It is the only place I’ve felt a spiritual connection. It is more than a community, it is
more than a place, it is Wakȟáŋ--sacred. It is also
the site of post-colonial, post-apocalyptic trauma.
In the span of a few decades the whole world my
ancestors knew came to a cataclysmic end. Most
of what was destroyed will never be recovered.
Land was stolen, ecosystems we had lived in
balance with since time immemorial were inter\
rupt/ed and sent into irreversible decline. Those
of us that survived the genocidal violence were
rounded up onto internment camps called reservations. Children were stolen from their families
and placed in Catholic boarding schools where
they were stripped of their identity, taught to hate
who they were and where they come from, and
often subject to physical, sexual, and emotional
abuse. The psychological impact colonization has
had on my people is beyond the scope of what I
can explain to you in the time we have together,
but let it suffice to say colonization doesn’t just
happen on land, it happens in the mind and in the
spirit as well. Nevertheless, I am here. I marvel at
the resilience of my people.
On the other side of my family little is known
about our history. My father was murdered
before I was born, a victim of Oakland’s crack
epidemic in the 80s. Of course, the term “epidemic” is too benign as it renders the culprit
inculpable. The crack epidemic that took my
father and my grandfather--after whom I’m
named--should be referred to as chemical warfare since crack was intentionally introduced
into impoverished Black and Brown communities by the US government for the purposes of
destabilization and exploitation. There are no
poppy-fields in the ghetto. The US government
even referred to their response to this epidemic
as the “war on drugs,” but Black folks knew the
war on drugs was a war on us. What I do know
of my history on my father’s side is that they
fled to Oakland by way of Texas and Louisiana,
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finding refuge amongst the Seminole and Cherokee tribes.
From that information I ascertained that my African ancestors were transported to Vespucci land,
most likely from Nigeria, but that ancestry’s been
lost to me. Shackled, crammed hip-to-hip in unspeakable conditions down in the bowels of the
ship, some ship captain triangulated our trajectory
through the triangular trade, the real Bermuda Triangle, the one in which humans were made alien
and free people made slaves. Through this middle
passage I was transformed from Yoruba, Hausa,
Igbo, Fulani to Nigger, Coon, Pickaninny, Spook,
and every othering form in the White imagination. An indolent criminal, a lascivious predator, a
monkey, a mule, an ever changing chimera to be
subjugated and maimed. Along with the erasure of
indigenous peoples and the invasion of White settlers (the only real immigrant invasion to happen
on this continent), slavery was the pivotal third
leg the structure of settler colonialism needed to
stand. Without it there would not be enough labor
to exploit the vast swathes of stolen fertile land.
Through that violent geometry of immorality and
greed my lineage was rendered inhuman in a lingering spectacle of inhumanity. Nevertheless, I am
here. I marvel at the resilience of my people.

Time’s

⏰

UP....

That’s all of the time
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>
>>>

⏰

--I’ve been allotted....

So I’ll have to reclaim my time

0:00

🕓
🕛

this space. Black
This is my time

⌚

Time. Red

🕐
🕖

, like I reclaim
Time. CPT

🕙

.

! And in this space we don’t

watch
watches we listen with the full understanding that anything worth saying is worth

🕑

🕔

taking the time
to say. I reclaim my time
for all of the indigenous cultures put in stasis
because of racist hetero-patriarchal imperialism.

🚀
🔥🌎

I’ll take up space with 40 acres and a rocket
ship while the ashy asses of the colonizers are

left with nothing but 40 acres of scorched
earth. Call it a downpayment on reparations. Call
it overtime

⏱
⏳

that’s overdue, because this is the

⌛

extra time it
takes to get through to you
.
Get activated. Get elevated. You too are not a passive recipient of history. You have a choice, you
can try to stop me
you can continue to hold
this space? Why be a |barricade| when you could
be a >>>bridge>>>?

I share this personal history with you to dispel any
misconceived notion that settler colonialism was
a singular event to be spoken of in the past-tense.
Settler colonialism is an economic, social, and political structure. Its effects can be witnessed every
day. We can speak to the spectacular instances
that reveal its existence, from genocide and slavery
to acts of resistance like NoDAPL and BlackLivesMatter. But it also works in ways that have become
so common that we hardly recognize them, like the
absence in this space of Narraganset and Wampanoag folks or descendants of the bustling slave
trade here in Rhode Island.

Are you with me?
Are you with me?

---
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My practice is rooted in decolonization. Often,
that involves design. I have made of every prompt
a battlefield; each stroke laid to canvas a new
frontline in this ongoing struggle for liberation and non-erasure. I hope now standing on
common ground you can better relate to where
I’m coming from.
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Design has the power to shape our ontological
world view. It utilizes our senses to color our perception, which in turn is the lens through which
we understand and shape our environment, our
institutions, our actions, and our relationships.
Can design decolonize? Can it really liberate us
from the catastrophic specter of oppression that
is the “imperialist, capitalist, white supremacist
hetero-patriarchy?” The answer I’ve received
from designers I trust has been unequivocally no.
Then again, the difficult often seems impossible
until it is accomplished. A century ago it would
have been impossible for someone like me, someone of Black and/or Native ancestry to receive
an education from a place like RISD, until Nancy
Prophet broke down that |barrier| and fabricated
a new futurity. Through acts of destruction and
creation, I am here. Nevertheless, I don’t find
this framework to be useful. The immense human-made problems that have plagued us since
the birth of the settler colonial regime have only
increased in scale and complexity—there are no
simple cures for deeply rooted systemic problems. But it is precisely because these issues are
so complex—woven tightly into the fabric of our
society and built directly into the architecture of
our institutions—that design is an indispensable
tool, methodology, and approach in the movements for decolonization and liberation. We need
to creatively build new futures in the face of
complexity and uncertainty. There are no small
changes that can wrest us from the disastrous the
path we are barreling down. A new course must
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be charted and good design can help us create
the map. Great design can help us rethink ways of
moving through the world altogether.
The revolution will be designed. Movements for
decolonization and liberation will require acts of
destruction, creation, exploration, organization,
reflection, and healing, actions which design is
uniquely structured to perform. But, the way we
practice design, particularly who we practice it
for, needs to be decolonized metaphorically if it
is going to serve anything other than the settler
state and a neo-liberal agenda. Design needs to
be redesigned. In fact, it needs to be redefined.
Design as defined in the conventional canon, and
as reified through professional practice, frames
it as the translation of artistic forms for commercial use. I prefer the lens Tibor Kalman fashioned
when he stated: “A designer is a professional liar
because he’s hired not to make the properties
of a product clear but to enhance the product
beyond its truth...Graphic designers think they’re
doing something else, making beautiful art, but
it’s not true.”2 If commercial design is real design
then the work we are doing at RISD is an artifice. I know many of you did not aspire to this
application of design. I, like many other designers that come from traditionally oppressed and
marginalized groups, do not see my communities
or myself reflected in this definition of the field.
Design needs to be redesigned, and constantly,
for it is a tool that can be used in insidious ways
even by well-meaning practitioners if wielded
unconsciously. Writing is one powerful method
of critique, as is conversation. But in my opinion,
there is no stronger method of critiquing design
than through design.
My time at RISD will be best served building out
methodological approaches to both metaphorically decolonize my design practice and literally
decolonize my communities and myself. Towards
that aim, these are the areas I am cultivating relationships with in my design practice:
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1. design research >>> critical writing;
2. urgent design >>> direct action >>> arte útil;
3. speculative design >>> ethno-futurism >>>
post-human design;
4. emerging technologies >>> physical computing
>>> simulation;
5. communal spaces and structures >>> innerwork.
They are areas that help me address past >>>
present >>> future issues caused by colonization.
In naming these areas of interest, my intention
is not to define immutable |categories| or |delineate| |siloed| fields. In fact, I believe the most
interesting work will exist in the wild unmapped
lands existing between these |(man)u(fractured)|
spaces. My only intention in defining these |categories| is to provide a vector for investigation.
They are useful mental frameworks for exploration, critical discussion, and reconfiguration
within my practice. The movements towards
decolonization and liberation have been ongoing
in indigenous spaces around the world for many
generations. I need not redraw the wheel, but
rather draw from the well of knowledge provided
by the ground breaking work of others. In this
sense my practice and my thesis are also about
the act of making familiar that which colonization
has alienated to me. From this relationship I can
ground my own practice and tailor methodologies
to translate philosophical ideas into practice.
Design that is in service of movements for social
justice and decolonization need to be engaged
rigorously. It cannot be a passive enterprise, the
issues are too complex and there are too many
pitfalls, amongst them:
—design that is self-serving or ineffective;
—design that exploits or makes more vulnerable
the communities it is meant to serve;
—design or terminology that gets exploited, appropriated, misunderstood, or commodified;
—design as pastiche as elaborated by Imani
Perry, in short, design that compresses the
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dimensionality of an issue and truncates information in such a way that it inhibits growth and
connection. It is design that merely signifies
action rather than catalyzes it.
To do this work effectively, methodologies must
be developed, critiqued, and adapted with the
communities in which the practice is centered.
Colonialism does not stand still, nor should our
response to it.
The post-apocalyptic spaces from which I come
are primed for innovation; they can be a new
space, the fugitive undercommons spoken of by
Moten and Harney.3 Yet, when I left my community to pursue a better education, I was led to
believe I was entering a new and better world.
A privileged world filled with endless possibility
and opportunities. A world in which I would be
made better and for which I should display my
gratitude. But I realize now that the possibilities
afforded on this sinking ship begin and end with
the settler state, and opportunity is afforded only
to those people who pay in compliance. Participating in academia, for all of it’s intellectual
empowerment, has left me with the unsettling
question “How do I get home from here?”
Instead of liberated I feel trapped. It is an insidious
system that would first refuse us and then exploit
and redistribute the labor, capital, and brilliance
of those of us it failed to keep out away from our
communities and towards the maintenance of said
system. We are being redirected to maintain systems of our own oppression. Let us not fight for
seats at the table but rather refuse the design of a
table built only to serve the few in the first place.
I would rather use my talents to disrupt, destroy,
and rebuild than be complicit in the oppression of
myself, my communities, and others.
We should create a new future -- one that is
informed by the past and steals from present
institutions. A space that exists alongside but not
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instead of or in relation to the oppressive, unsustainable edifice seeking to co-opt us. Let that
world fail.4 Build for a wild ass beyond as instructed by Nora Khan.5 Let us expend our labor
building for indigenous futurities for which we
currently have no language, or as Andrea Smith
says “Our project becomes less of one based
on self-improvement or even collective self-improvement, and more about the creation of new
worlds and futurities for which we currently have
no language.”6 This is the design challenge that
excites me, not critiquing or participating in an
industry built to serve capitalism, not posturing in
esoteric design for other designers. Let us make
design that afflicts the comfortable and comforts
the afflicted.
Women, queer folks, people of color, the differently abled, we have done enough protesting. We
have danced, marched, and sung until our lungs
burned and our feet bled attesting our common
humanity. No more! Our insistence on life, dignity, and respect were met with violence, disgust,
intolerance, and now superficial co-optation for
capital gains. Our tokenized narratives of survival
are ground into powder and wetted with white
tears to be resold as salve to guilty consciences. No more critique. Steal, but do not serve. Be
useful but do not be used.7 “Not so much the
abolition of prisons but the abolition of a society
that could have prisons, that could have slavery, that could have the wage, and therefore not
abolition as the elimination of anything but abolition as the founding of a new society.”8 Let the
force of our example, the gravitas of our indigenous ingenuity, be the critique that dismantles
the present colonial structures and builds a new
commons for all beings to inhabit, one built not
on |barriers| or #demarcations#, but through our
connections-and-commitments: to each other,
to the land, to our ancestors, and to sustainable
futurities.
### Tókša Akhé!
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What is an archive? A building? A public
institution? A collection of documents
and artifacts? A temple? A graveyard?
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How does something get into an archive?
Only some things are archivable. Something happens between something just
existing and something ending up in an
archive. There is confirmation, it is
imbued with meaning.
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The archive institutes an imaginary.
There is a myth being attached to a certain thing. There is a value placed on
the semblence of rarity and genuineity.
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Archiving as confirmation.
Archiving as regulation and procedure.
Archiving as a ritual of making something secret.
Once something becomes an archive, someone can't share it with you without
needing access. You have to be approved.
There is a building you have to go into.
When something becomes an archive, it
ceases to belong to a person, it belongs
to the archive.
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Remains, debris, internment. We don't
find the whole thing in an archive, we
find fragments. What happens often times
in the archive is we no longer distinguish between the victim and the
perpetrator, all that is cared about is
the fact.
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The archive is not a piece of data, it
is a status.
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trigger warning: black death

unsettling grammars

ATTUNEMENT10
Light sage
INVOCATION11
How Mitákuyepi,
whisper to me the way.
I am called, but I do not know where I am going.
“Tȟakóža,”
you’ll say,
“freedom is no secret,
it is practice,12
it is ceremony.
You were promised by your ancestors
through troubled breath and sweated brow.
With the Earth beneath our feet,
we cried out for you,
prayers smelling of sweet grass and tobacco.
In that haze we saw you,
a vision upon the horizon.
We walked in beauty and defiance
to close the space between us.
You are we.
With no beginning and no end.
Step after fugitive step,
a steady drumbeat of waves upon the shoal,
we wear down bullets and stone monuments,
and rot iron hues of orange and red.
Our existence is resistance,
survival our haunting and revenge.
We are future ghosts,13 on our way to (un)(be)
coming.

bobby joe smith iii
Master's thesis presentation
zoom: 05.26.2020
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Our body, borrowed from future generations
returns to us like seeds planted in the Earth.
We are a budding promise.
Worry not whether we will flower and bear fruit.
We are not for the harvest.
We are weeds in the farmer’s garden.
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Mislabeled and misunderstood,
neither strange fruit nor cash crop,
our flesh now refuses
to nourish the wicked appetites
of strangers we once embraced.
Through poison and concrete we rise,
flowering in the warmth of a common sun that
played dark tones upon our skin.
Shrouded in night,
dripping from our baptism in pools of moonlight
we ceremoniously begin
our urgent transformation.
While the master sleeps
we offer up our prayers
to each of the four directions.
The wind carries our promises
and scatters them playfully
in impish dance,
graceful and care free
with a time—ing
all its own.
For a moment we marvel in the weightlessness of
knowing that we belong to a sacred hoop
with no beginning and no end.
We belong to a time before and after US.
We belong.
Not Don, nor George, nor future Man,
but ancient utterances that trip the forked
tongues of trespassers/colonizers
choking on the tail end
of the realization that they should have finished
their original sin
and killed us all.
Now they’re fucked in this life and the next.
For we are plague.
We are problem.
We are curse.
We learn the choreography of the mother tongue
that conceived us,
conjuring new forms from conspiring hums.
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We are what we’ve waited for,
the mysterious promise of what could be,
the call and the response,
the question and the affirmation.
Let us speak our great mystery
to our grandfathers, the elder stones,
and listen for their voices
echoing
upon the cavern walls,
inside the world,
inside our chest.
What resonates?
What rings true?
What does this life demand?
Of me?
Of You?
Remember our truth flowing through our veins.
Embody sacred stories encoded in DNA.
Sense each heart beat a recognition,
a promise,
a prayer.
Sing a war song against their lies.
Crack their categories and imperatives,
crash their conceptual cages made of concrete
and conquest,
like a symbol,
like an honor beat,
like our war clubs broke skull and bone and will.
Adorn ourselves with the fragments of a good kill.
Count coup.
Steal their horses and their souls
and the part of me too that the Master makes
complicit
in their plan for our undoing.
This is a Death sentence.
Death stanza.
Death poem.
A promise for apocalypse right now
and an indigenous beyond.
Let us make this a good day to die—
through ceremony,
through practice,
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through the joy and freedom of living our most
emergent self,14
with no beginning and no end.

our purple mountains’ majesties,
our fruited plains awash with oceans of tall grass
sprouting
from the remnants of proud pilgrims.

We are the substrate.
We are the territory.
We are the work and the glory.
We are the counter holding our form.
We are the promise of what’s to come
and the prayer for swift deliverance.
We are the promise,
Our promise.
Bite down on the knife to prove that we are true;
ahh,
taste the blood
oozing
harmonies of sweet victory.
We are the conduit to our higher power;
Let us speak in tongues until we reverberate
the poetic grammars
of survival and liberation,
of haunting and futurity,
of our ancestors and
of that for which we are still
seeking language.
May we keep our word,
our promise,
our prayer,
our notion of we.
For when we speak,
smelling of sweet grass and tobacco,
cedar and sage,
we breathe each day anew.

Repeat it with me,
with no beginning and no end:
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė!
Hókahé—Ašė ašė.”

Inhale.
Fill our lungs with healing breath
so that the creator can crackle life
yet again
into calloused vocal chords.
Exhale.

Wóphila tȟáŋka

Exclaim and reclaim
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Oháŋ! Now we have all conspired together, for
to conspire in the traditional french etymology
of the word means to breathe together, to share
breath. I share this invocation for guidance from
all of my relations and to attune our hearts and
minds to the task at hand. We are here this evening to meditate on the topic of decolonization
and how design might be deployed to bring about
a sovereign, liberated black and indigenous futurity free from colonial oppression. If this is not
your intention, I respectfully ask you to leave now.
Great, thank you, everyone; I am so excited to
share space with such a talented and brilliant
community. Looking at the folks who have joined
this call I see so many people who have helped
shape the work I am about to share in ways both
big and small, directly and indirectly. And not
just the work, but myself too. My life has been
enriched by your guidance, care, and friendship.
To each of you I extend a heartfelt thank you for
your support and for the over $500 you donated in these difficult times to support decolonial
projects to protect indigenous women and two
spirit folks from abduction, murder, and sexual
violence. Wóphila tȟáŋka!
INTRODUCTION
Let’s get into it. For those of you who are time
watchers and need the sense of security that
comes with a map, here is the agenda for the presentation and discussion. I will present and then
we will take a moment at 4:15 for folks who need
to leave to do so, but I will continue to hold this
space for conversation until everyone who feels
called to share something has had a chance to do
so. I want to honor your voice and this moment,
institutional timelines be damned!
AVIA
This is an avia. It is a symbol and also the title of
my thesis.
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It is actually a punctuation that means “or” in the
language and syllabary known as Medefaidrin,
also Oberi Okaime (“freely given”). It is one of
many beautiful symbols in an “artificial” language
and script created as a Christian sacred language
by an Ibibio congregation in Nigeria in the 1930s.
The language, having roots in glossolalia or
(“speaking in tongues”), is a spirit language, one
divinely received.15

in the process of becoming, an unsettling grammar received from the Creator, oppressed by the
colonizer, cared for underground in whispers
and hushed hymns by the people, and now on a
path to revival. Like the symbol Avia meaning “or,”
Oberi Okaime opens up the possibility of an
alternative—a new space, a sacred space freely
and divinely given, one that has remnants of the
indigenous language system and that of the colonizer, but is something else entirely.

Medefaidrin was revealed to one of the leaders of
the church, Bishop Aikeld Ukpong, in 1927. Since
Ukpong was not literate, the secretary of the
church Akpan Akpan Udofia worked with Ukpong
to write it down, which is particularly impressive
considering the language spoken in the region,
Ibibio, was not yet a written language. In the process of transcription Udofia created a script to
write Medefaidrin.16

To the British Colonial government to whom it
was illegible, it was a language of disruption. Its
opacity and otherness not only challenged British
systems of control—English and Christianity—it
repurposed them for the needs and collective
empowerment of the people. Medefeidrin both
envisions a new indigenous futurity and is the
tool with which to articulate the grammars,
thoughts, ceremonies, and prayers needed to get
there. It is decolonial design in so many ways.

After finalizing the language in 1936 the Oberi
Okaime started a school in which children were
instructed in Medefaidrin. The British Colonial
government did not tolerate this and shut down
the school the same year, though members of the
church continued to find ways to use it.17

I was first drawn to the symbol because of its
form. It reminded me of the cyclical conception
of time held by my people. It actually revealed a
better understanding of this conception of time,
where each cycle represents both a return and
an “or,” an alternative, an iteration, a futurity, an
opportunity to be made anew without forgetting
the past. As I learned more about Medefeidrin
and its journey into being, it began to reveal and
represent so much more to me. It reminded me
of the struggle my own people have representing our language, Lakota, on the computational
devices that connect and govern our world. It’s
not just the need for a unicode mapping to a
keyboard not built for us, not designed to render
our mother tongue, it’s also the need for typefaces that can visually display the language. There
is power, good medicine, in this radical act of
creativity—though I can say with confidence that
neither creator went to RISD, the Bauhaus, or any
other design school where radical creativity is
demanded even in times of pandemic.

In structure, the language is largely a relexification of English, though the semantics are closer
to the native languages of its users, Ibibio. Most
words, however, resemble nothing in English or
Ibibio, but appear to have been created without a
specific underlying system.18
The language faded from use but was revived in
the mid-1980s and there are ongoing efforts to
preserve original texts. In 2018, Medefaidrin was
adopted into the unicode standard, making the
language technically available to be written on
computational devices. The unicode designation
for Avia is U+16E99.19
As of right now, I am still unable to type an Avia,
or any of the other glyphs of Medefaidrin. It is
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What’s more, this symbol is not mine. I do not
know if I have the right to use it. Coming from
communities whose cultures are continually
oppressed, misunderstood, exoticized, and appropriated, this facet of this symbol’s meaning
contextually brings me discomfort on an existential level. My ancestors who were stolen and
brought here may possibly have been from this
region. My sibling had to give her biological data
to a corporation to learn that we came from West
Africa, most likely Nigeria or Mali, disrupting the
family narrative of an origin from Madagascar
due to the “Smith’s love of swimming.” I wondered
for a moment whether my ancestors guided me
here to this symbol, but the reality is, event in
the statistically unlikely even that my ancestors
came from the region in which this language was
received, my connection to it has been severed
as a result of colonization. I have a much closer
relationship to the colonizer, the United States,
than I do with any place on the African continent,
and that means I am more likely to come from a
position of a colonizer in situations like these.
The best I can do is be forthcoming about my
relationship to this symbol and the community
it comes from. We can be inspired by the culture of others, but we must also be critical and
honest about our relationship to that culture and
the people who make it. My connection to this
language exists only in the Settler imaginary, one
that lumps together all brown people under one
African sun. One of the reasons I intentionally
chose to use the Avia as the representation for
my thesis is to highlight the discomfort I feel
sharing any of this work with you, with the institution, with the discipline, with even my own
community. I am uncertain whether I have the
right or the ability to represent some of the
things I’ll share with you and I am uncertain what
you’ll do with this knowledge once you receive
it. And therein lies one of the great challenges of
the decolonial designer, choosing what gets seen
and what doesn’t, what gets made legible and
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what doesn’t, and most importantly whom our
work benefits and at what cost.

history and definition of graphic design. The
physics behind how something can be universal
and yet still a border, and how my people always
end up on the outside of that border, baffles me.
We must be truly extraordinary to so consistently
find ourselves on the outside of a universal.

DESIGN
What is Decolonial Design? What is design? And
how does one decolonize it?

I have a strong distaste for commercial design.
I know this might preclude me from working at
Nike or Pentagram, but having worked at ad agencies I have seen the assembly lines of creative
production that exist there and damn, it’s depressing. All of this creative talent diminished to
billable units of Adobe proficiency. That’s not to
say the work can’t be beautiful or moving or innovative—occasionally it is—but those moments are
even sadder to me. All of that beauty and craft for
what? To sell another widget of empire. We’ve all
seen the Coronavirus ads, the heart-wrenching
depictions of “front line” workers turned hostages sacrificing to keep society together while our
government and corporations fail us. Our perseverance is packaged and reflected back to us
to sell a car, or a house, or the surveillance state,
or some other ridiculous tone deaf expenditure.
Behind all of that façade is a designer working
to make it seem deeper and more sincere than a
sales pitch.

Let us start with the definition of design, graphic
design, more specifically.
The term graphic design is slightly older than
my grandpa Willy. The term was coined by W.A.
Dwiggins in 1922 as a way to brand himself, to
distinguish the range of work in his practice
from the commercial designers working for ad
agencies, newspapers, magazines, and publishing
houses. Grads from Pratt, and SVA, and whatever
the equivalent of YouTube was, am I right?! Not
Dwiggins though, his practice came from a tradition of art and craft. It was edgy. It had soul.
It was bespoke. And all of that artistry could be
translated to commercial markets, for the right
price of course, just don’t call him a commercial designer; he was something else, something
more…He was a graphic designer. That’s how I
imagine it going down anyways; please refer to
national treasure and living library Doug Scott
for the actual details—He went to Yale.

As designers we need to ask ourselves whether
corporations are the best stewards of the discipline. They are our patrons yes, but are they our
caregivers? How many algorithms away are they
from replacing our labor with a bot? We know
from experience the work doesn’t have to be
better, it just has to be good enough and cheap.
And what if the work of the bot is better? That
is not a Black Mirror-esque critique of technology; that is a critique of the commercialization
and commodification of graphic design. It is a
bellwether warning against the complacent and
subservient role designers have assumed in exchange for a seat at the boardroom table.

The irony is, the rebrand and the desire for differentiation never created a break from commercial
design. In fact, it became synonymous with it. The
power of co-optation is too great. Despite all of
the different artists' movements, politics, manifestos, if you look through the canonical Megg’s
History of Graphic Design you’ll see commercial
design—posters, and ads, and books, and logos.
Visuals designed on paper-based mediums for
capitalist consumption. Coming from cultures
that did not have corporations, or capitalism, or
books, or paper, or a written language, I have
to wonder where the design work my people
have created for millennia fits in this “universal”
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Design is a service industry, which begs the
question, who should we serve and how are we
made different by that relationship? But look, I
get it, we live in a capitalist system and we need
to eat. Commercial design is the work that feeds
us. That’s fine, but if you’re going to insist on a
capitalist route, then at least do it right. Unionize!
Build some power, stop giving away labor for free
or working dehumanizing hours for unrealistic
deadlines. Stop replicating systems of exploitation and devaluation amongst each other. We
need to stop diminishing our worth. Capitalism
may just be an abstract system of exchange, but
never forget it was a technology developed as a
tool to serve colonization and imperial expansion.
Inherent in it are systems of valuation, control,
and exploitation. If you don’t play the game right,
you’ll find yourself the property and servant of
the wrong master.

As my people might say, Don’t get got!
—African Proverb.
So, what is a graphic designer? Tibor Kalman
once quipped that “A designer is a professional
liar because he’s hired not to make the properties
of a product clear but to enhance the product
beyond its truth...graphic designers think they’re
doing something else, making beautiful art, but
it’s not true.”
Coming from a lineage of people who were on
the wrong end of slavery let me tell you, never
confuse how you’re capitalized with who you are.
Let us instead take whatever preconceived notion
of design we have, whatever definition has been
served to us to make us palatable for the appetites of others, and put that aside for a moment to
search for our own articulation. One formulation
from Saul Bass I’ve gravitated towards is “design
is thinking, made visual.” Once I was able to see
past the visions of Post-it note brain storming
that is the hellscape of design thinking, I was able
to meditate on this definition. There’s something
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here, but it is troubled. First of all, designers don’t
only work in the visual realm, even graphic designers. I haven’t met a single graphic designer
that only works on visuals. Even if they did, the
visual is informed by other senses as well. Seeing
is as much cognition as it is sensing lightwaves
through optical nerves. The picture that is put
together is formed by hearing, touch, smell, taste,
and even has the capacity to trigger sensations
in those other senses. We don’t just see a book,
we feel it, smell it, hear it, some designers taste it
when trying to determine the cut of the grain, and
most of all we process the book to give it meaning. If the goal of design is the transfer of thought
through poetic stimuli, then I think Brett Victor
offers an important lesson in his research on the
Humane Representation of thought—we do people
a disservice, even disable people, by confining the
transmission of thought through a single sensory
apparatus and single cognitive modality.

design as a tool to decolonize, and to a lesser
extent, decolonize design itself, if that is even
the right term. I hold in my mind the cautionary
words of Audre Lorde: “the master’s tools will
never dismantle the master’s house.” Simultaneously, I hold the belief that “we must know
the master’s tools in order to dismantle them.”
The master has already forced his tools into our
hands demanding excess labor of us to sow his
wicked crops. When I leave here, Fannie Mae
will demand I fulfill my indenture with interest.
We must know the master’s tools better than he
does so we can turn the plowshares into weapons
against the plantation and have the awareness to
never design such cruelty again.
(DE)COLONIZATION
To envision what decolonial design might be or
whether decolonizing design is possible we need
to have a working definition of colonization and
decolonization. The theoretical definition I use
comes from the research and writing of Eve Tuck
and K. Wayne Yang in their article Decolonization
is not a Metaphor—required reading for anyone
interested in this topic.

I think the “graphic” in graphic design is another case of Europeans trying to make a division
where there isn’t one. Not only is the border
artificial, its main purpose is for market legibility,
to make our labor more “T-shaped," as I heard an
employer say recently at the RISD Design Portfolio review. Being “T-shaped" meaning you may
have broad interests but are really good at one
particular skill, is, of course, a professional euphemism for cog. The graphic in graphic design
doesn’t work for me. I’m dropping it, like many
of us already have, to create space for an “or,” an
alternative, a third space.

COLONIZATION
The first thing to note is that colonization is a
System and ontological relationship to the world,
not an event that starts and ends with three lost
ships in the Caribbean or some pilgrims landing
on a rock. Colonization is not in the past.

Furthermore we need to be cognizant of exactly whose thought we are proliferating. Wealthy,
white, cis-male, hetero people have been telling
themselves a fiction for a long time, that they are
superior, that they are culture, that their worldview is universal and the rest are savage. Privilege
is hard to see for people who have it. Therefore
we need to listen. We have to be cautious of the
stories we tell in design. I want to use graphic
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Second, colonization is not just the modus operandi of Europe, either. Examples of it can be
seen all around: The Mayans and the Incans,
Japan to Korea, China to Hong Kong, Israel
to Palestine, the US to the Philippines, Hawaii,
Samoa, Puerto Rico, Iraq, Afghanistan, so on and
so forth. This isn’t a settler move to innocence by
saying “Look, everybody is doing it”, rather it’s an
affirmation of the complexity of colonization, it is
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spread as a model for nation building through imperial expansion, and a warning that colonization
isn’t so easily tied to race, time period, or region.
Third, colonization is not singular. While there is
a similar playbook and common attributes in its
many instantiations around the world, the process
has produced a plethora of permutations over the
centuries. Tuck and Yang characterize three colonial modalities in particular—external, internal,
and settler.
MODALITIES
INTERNAL COLONIALISM
Internal colonialism is “the biopolitical and geopolitical management of people, land, flora and
fauna within the “domestic” borders of the imperial nation.”20 Prisons, ghettos, minoritizing,
schooling, policing, surveillance, dislocatability/
forced removal, segregation, criminalization,
social and economic divestiture are all examples
of modes of control used in internal colonialism
to conscribe the colonized subject and reify the
dominion of the colonizer.21
EXTERNAL COLONIALISM
External colonialism is about opening up new
fronts for the expropriation of resources for/
towards the metropole. External/exogenous/
exploitation colonialism steals “fragments of
Indigenous worlds, animals, plants and human
beings, extracting them in order to transport
them to — and build the wealth, privilege, or feed
the appetites of — the colonizers, who get marked
as the first world.”22
“External colonialism often requires a subset of
activities properly called military colonialism
— the creation of war fronts/frontiers against
enemies to be conquered, and the enlistment of
foreign land, resources, and people into military
operations. In external colonialism, all things
Native become recast as ‘natural resources’
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— bodies and earth for war, bodies and earth for
chattel.”23 Wealth is to be gained by remapping
a person as a territory, and marking that territory as a battlefield, thus making the conquest
of nature and the native inhabitant synonymous
gestures.
SETTLER COLONIALISM
Around the world you will see examples of colonial structures that adopt internal and/or external
colonial modalities. There is a third structure,
however, caused by a rupture in the relationship
between the colony and the metropole. “Neither
external nor internal colonialism adequately describe the form of colonialism which operates in
the United States or other nation-states in which
the colonizer comes to stay.”24 Colonies were established for the enrichment and empowerment
of the metropole. But there are instances, like in
the United States, where the colony decides to
violate its original charter and attempts to create
a new home/nation-state/metropole from the
colony. This version of colonialism is referred to
as Settler Colonialism.
Settler colonialism is unique from other forms
of colonialism in that it operates through internal and external colonial modes simultaneously
due to the collapse in spatial separation between
metropole and colony.25 In this instance, instead
of simply setting up a colonial apparatus for the
management and/or expropriation of resources
towards the metropole, settlers come with the
intention of making a new home on the land. “The
horizons of the settler colonial nation-state are
total and require a mode of total appropriation of
Indigenous life and land, rather than the selective
expropriation of profit-producing fragments.”26
While all modes of colonialism require death and
destruction, settler colonialism demands it on an
apocalyptic scale.
Most of my research focuses on settler colonization because it is the modality that is active in
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this country and it is the form that relates most
closely to my identity as a Black and Indigenous
person because of the particular triparte relationship settler colonialism establishes between
settler, indigenous, and slave.
THREE SIDES OF SETTLER COLONIALISM
SETTLER
Settlers are those that have a colonizing story
rather than an origin story. The settler is defined both by their actions and the worldview
that produces their actions.27 While the categorization of the settler is not attached to any
particular biological characteristics, the culture,
laws, and onto-epistemological thinking coming
from Europe during imperial conquest predominantly positions White men as the agent and
beneficiary of colonization. White, Christian,
landowning, cis-gendered, able bodied, heterosexual men are positioned as the human ideal and
the only beings whose rights to life, liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness are inalienable, and until
recently, the only ones entitled to land ownership
and political recognition.
INDIGENOUS
The indigenous are the entities who have a creation story inherent to the land.28 The indigenous
don’t just belong to a place, they are a place, and
in this way they become savage, wild, killable and
exploitable for the benefit of the settler. At the
same time, the indigenous’ onto-epistemological
relationship to a territory is invaluable to the
settler, for whom the land is foreign. The settler
initially depends upon the indigenous for survival, and will engage in treaties and trade as one
would any other nation. However, the indigenous
threaten the settler’ s most coveted claim to land,
and therefore must be dehumanized and erased
through strategies of genocide, dispossession,
and dislocation. The death and relocation of the
indigenous creates a clearing upon which the new
empire can be built and hold dominion.
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SLAVE
The enslaved are the final essential component in the realization of the settler state and
are characterized by their subhuman status as
moveable property. It was not enough for the
settler to possess land to build a new home. The
settler worldview requires the land to produce
in excess of its natural capacity in order for the
new home to be considered civilized and distinct
from the wild, the natural, and the indigenous.
Excess production requires excess labor, more
than what the settler can produce independently.
Thus the settler needs cheap exploitable labor
if they expect to turn a profit. Through indenture, the settler could extract labor temporarily,
but once their debt was paid off, the indentured
laborer had the legal right to acquire the settler’s
most valuable commodity—land. Through slavery,
however, the settler could own and reproduce
labor without increasing the risk of land being
possessed by someone else. The enslaved—predominantly African and Indigenous people in the
US settler context—are people who are subjugated and forced into chattel slavery, meaning their
bodies and lives become the moveable property
of the settler. The chattel slave is also kept landless because as property, they do not have civil or
human rights.

Decolonization will mean a lot of things to different people, and no one person or group can
speak to what decolonization requires for all
others. This diversity is not a bad thing—getting
“there” will require nuance, imagination, and
diverse perspective—but it does present some
challenges we need to be conscious of. For instance, we need diverse perspectives to help
define the edges of colonization and decolonization; And, we should also resist being too loose
in our definitions or careless in our assumption
that everyone has the same stake in the realization of a decolonial future. Language matters,
and we risk undermining the potency and urgency of what the word decolonization represents
if wielded without care and intentionality by the
wrong people. Malcolm X stated, “If you stick a
knife in my back nine inches and pull it out six
inches, there’s no progress. If you pull it all the
way out, that’s not progress. Progress is healing
the wound that the blow made. And [America
hasn’t] even begun to pull the knife out, much less
heal the wound. They won’t even admit the knife
is there.”29

Well, as you may have guessed, decolonization is
more complicated than simply a reversal of colonial systems.

Awareness is not decolonization. Acknowledgements are not decolonization. Half measures are
not decolonization. Even the complete reversal
and dismantling of colonial governments cannot
be called decolonization. Colonization may be a
system, a process, and an ontology, but it is also
an embodied experience—violent, traumatic, and
degrading. Indigenous people need to heal. The
land needs to heal. Those that have survived,
human and non-human, need to heal. How do
we prevent trauma passed through the blood?
How do we deprogram the reduplicative virus
embedded in all of us that generates new forms
of colonization? And what of justice, reparations,
and revenge? What does holding the colonizer accountable look like, not only for past and
ongoing assaults, but future ones as well? How
do we prevent a system like colonization from
ever happening again? Colonization has altered
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Given this understanding of colonization and of
design, decolonization of the field of design would
mean repurposing the tool in service of decolonization, rather than a metaphor for the diversification
of the canon or some equally just pursuit.
DECOLONIZATION
So if that is the definition of colonization, decolonization would just be the reversal or removal of
the colonial system right?

us, all involved. Part of the decolonial process
will be adapting to new life with this permanent
disfigurement.
Some of these answers won't be visible until the
structures of colonialism have been dismantled.
While the line between colonized and decolonized may be nebulous, there is a general heading
and guiding metrics that have been articulated by
indigenous people. Tuck and Yang define decolonization as the repatriation of indigenous land
and life. “Decolonization in the settler colonial
context must involve the repatriation of land
simultaneous to the recognition of how land and
relations to land have always already been differently understood and enacted; that is, all of the
land, and not just symbolically. This is precisely why decolonization is necessarily unsettling,
especially across lines of solidarity. “Decolonization never takes place unnoticed” (Fanon, 1963,
p. 36). Settler colonialism and its decolonization
implicates and unsettles everyone.”30 In this
understanding, the repatriation of land is not a
transfer of deed or an object to be repossessed,
but rather a return to the indigenous relationship
to the land as an entity with agency with whom
you develop a sense of belonging over time
through proximity and care. Because the land is a
complex interdependent ecosystem, it cannot be
decolonized in allotments.
I have heard elders say that the Lakota will not
be free until the bison are free. This is not only
because the Lakota subsisted on the once great
bison herds, but also because settler infrastructure prevents their great migratory movements
which were so vital to the health of the ecosystem. For instance, unlike the cattle introduced
to the Americas by Europeans, the hooves of
bison till and aerate the soil and the way they
eat the grass does not destroy the roots. Until
there is no artificially enforced separation
between “man” and “nature,” and until other
organisms are able to freely co-exist in this
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common domain as they had instinctually for
millennia, we cannot consider the territory, or
ourselves, decolonized.

and Indigenous, queer, feminist ways of being,
knowing, and expressing. I have begun to gather
a lexicon with which to train my tongue. I do not
have time to share them all with you, but one
such grammar is that of shoaling or the shoal, as
articulated by Tiffany Lethabo King in The Black
Shoals: Offshore Formations of Black and Native
Studies.

Lastly, I don’t think it’s possible to think of colonization and decolonization as discrete binaries,
or even binaries that exist along a spectrum. I
think of colonization and decolonization as a
plane, an ever changing territory that we’ve all
been scattered in. There is no singular point
location of colonized or decolonized that we can
arrive at, only vectors we can plot in this dangerous terrain. Perhaps the territory is what needs
to be escaped altogether. Rather than trying to
build a home on this trodden terrain, we should
be looking for another dimension entirely, a wild
ass beyond that can serve as a new origin story.
This new space, way of being, orientation will be
disruptive and disorienting for all involved. It will
likely require new grammars altogether. For this
reason I see decolonization as ultimately a radical
act of creation.

SHOAL
A shoal is the geographic region between a body
of water and the shore. It is the liminal space between these zones.32 In the shoal, both elements
shape and influence each other. The land shifts,
erodes, and rematerializes by the waves coming
in from the ocean. The waves of the ocean are
manipulated and reshaped by the land shifting
beneath it. This dynamism and flux, the constant
state of change and renewal, make the shoal an
impossible place to map without an equally dynamic substrate, and as such, a precarious zone
to navigate. The shoal as a region and a metaphor
has a powerful place as a decolonial grammar.

GRAMMARS
This alternate way of being will require alternative modes of expression. As Andrea Smith
states: “Our project becomes less of one based
on self-improvement or even collective self-improvement, and more about the creation of new
worlds and futurities for which we currently have
no language.”31 In my efforts to articulate a decolonial design practice, I have thought a lot about
the voices that are missing and excluded from
design discourse, and consequently about the
grammars and modes of expression that have not
been allowed to form and activate the space.

Historically, sailors engaged in conquest and the
trafficking of human beings for slavery feared
the shoal. It was an unmappable and unseen
territory beneath the waves that threatened to
sink a ship should they run aground of the shifting shoal. When ships sailed along the coasts of
Africa and the Americas they did so near the
shore. The threat of the shoal forced sailors to
have to navigate this dangerous, unknown, liminal space more slowly. This threat claimed many
ships and forced them to anchor their ships a
safe distance from shore and row the rest of the
way to land using small boats. The act of loading
and unloading enslaved people involved wading
them out into the shoal where they waited to be
loaded onto the small boats to be transported to
the slave ship. It was a temporal moment between the slave fortress on land and the hold of
the ship where enslaved people could attempt to

What are the current grammars we use for
design? Graphic, Commercial, Product, Industrial, User, Gestalt, Order, Hierarchy, Grid, White
Space. These grammars have yielded a particular result, but none of them have resonated
with me as the vernacular I have found in Black
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escape, revolt, or catch their breath before the
next horror.33
Metaphorically, through art and literature, Black
people have often been represented as water—an
allusion to how our being was changed through
the Middle Passage.34 However our ancestors may
have identified themselves before capture and
sale into slavery, that notion was violently altered
across the Middle Passage, the oceanic route
between the homeland and the plantation. Indigenous people have often been represented as the
land, not only because of our connection to and
dispossession of the land through colonization,
but because of the way we were depicted in the
settler imaginary as wild and savage, like nature,
an entity to be subdued by civilization and progress. The influential and state sponsored works of
White photographers like Edward Curtis depicted
indigenous peoples silently disappearing into the
landscape, a silent and somber form of erasure
that centers a narrative of inevitability and edits
out of the frame the genocial tactics of the settler. In colonial studies, the experience of Black
people and Indigenous people are often separated entirely, mapped as two entirely separate
regions without overlap.
Tiffany Lethabo King uses the metaphor of the
shoal to propose a new way of navigating our understanding of colonization, one that sees how the
two spaces form and inform each other, one that
doesn’t deny Black people our claim and connection to land and Indigenous people our claim and
connection to water, one that causes us to move
slower and more cautiously. The shoal is a meeting
ground that slows the process of commodification
and consumption by settler institutions and forms
of knowledge production. Shoaling is a powerful
proposal for allyship, one that troubles legibility,
immutable categories, and quick work.35
The shoal offers a valuable grammar for decolonial design. It is an offshore formation, an
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unmappable common space for decolonial action.
It invites us to make work that shirks a quick read,
that forces us to move slowly and with caution,
that creates a mutually symbiotic relationship between colonized groups, that eludes the mapping
of the colonizer and spells danger.
What would it mean to make around the concept
of the shoal? How could I use shoaling as a gesture? What if instead of a graphic designer I were
to become a shoal designer?36 Or simply a shoal?
PRAXIS
One of the challenges of a decolonial design
practice is the different time frames that need to
be operated in. Decolonization is non-linear. Colonial systems are duplicated again and again in
every segment of American life. This duplication
not only increases the number of areas colonized
people have to fight for existence; it reifies other
instantiations of colonial systems. Indigenous
people have to address past, present, and future
instances of colonization. While certain events
may have occurred in the past, their consequences are still felt today. Intergenerational Trauma,
Blood Memory, cultural genocide. Our relationship to the past affects our present. There are
things from the past we want to hold onto. Our
pre-colonial selves, the only alternative model we
possess, are in the past. There are elements of
the past we are trying to preserve, revive, forgive, forget, protect, correct, reclaim, remember,
revenge, resituate, reconcile, and resolve. The
weight of the past is carried into the present
while we respond to ongoing manifestations of
settler colonialism.

the collective research Paul Soulellis is manifesting. The present also requires the maintenance
of decolonial infrastructure—commoning spaces,
tools, printing presses, distribution networks and
resource sharing. Tania Bruguera’s research on
Arte Útil or useful art has been helpful for me in
thinking about how a decolonial design practice
can be used to move beyond raising awareness,
and shift towards organizing and the generation
of political outcomes.
As Bruguera states, “Useful art is a way of working with aesthetic experiences that focus on
implementation of art in society where art’s
function is no longer to be a space for signaling
problems, but a place from which to create proposals and implementation of possible solutions…
The sense of Arte Útil is to imagine, create, develop and implement something that, produced in
artistic practice, offers the people a clearly beneficial result. It is art because it is the elaboration
of a proposal that does not yet exist in the real
world and because it is made with the hope and
belief that something may be done better, even
when the conditions for it to happen may not be
there yet. Art is the space in which you behave as
if conditions existed for making things you want
to happen, happen, and as if everyone agreed
with what we suggest, although it may not be like
that yet: art is living the future in the present. Art
is also making people believe, although we know
we may have not much more that the belief itself.
Art is to start practicing the future.”37

There are constant violences being enacted in the
present that the colonized subject is forced to respond to for survival. This daily fight for survival
makes it difficult to resolve past wounds or plan
for the future. A part of a decolonial design practice requires urgent craft, as articulated through

One of the areas I think art and design are particularly adept is in helping us envision, embody,
navigate, and begin to construct different futurities. It is difficult to envision alternate versions
standing from the same context. Art and design
can help reposition us to approach a challenge
from new perspectives. The weight of speculative design is not just in the useful framework for
imagining future scenarios, or the permission it
gives to iterate in ways that are not immediately
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useful (something difficult for designers to do),
but that it encourages us to create speculative
prototypes that people have to grapple with in the
present. Their uncertainty as to whether or not an
alternative is real, out of context of a museum or
tech incubator, forces a shift in the present that
suddenly makes space for a new futurity.
Ethno-futurism has been doing this for some
time, attempting to envision who we could be if
some other limiting conditions weren’t true. The
work of Octavia Butler is so powerful within a
decolonial context because it uses fiction to speculate new ways of being that are liberatory.
CLOSING
I see my creative practice as speaking these liberatory grammars into these temporal spaces to see
what resonates. What fissures can be created in
the colonial system that allows for new trajectories? How can we use design to create new spaces
altogether, or remember and repurpose ones that
have been with us always?
It is important to remember that this is a beginning. It too will fail and be co-opted and
consumed like so many proposals for alternaeity
before it. Whatever gets torn down, returns to the
earth and gets made anew. Take what you need
from what I have said today and conjure your
own articulation. Our survival depends upon it.
We are shape shifters. We are future ghosts preparing for our haunting.38
Hókahé, Ašė Ašė.
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The following includes a collection of application
responses written between 2017 and 2020. Access
to capital, means of production, and training
within a capitalist institution and society demands
a constant (re)articulation of my practice, purpose, and desires. Each application represents the
possibility of a new futurity. Each response offers
a glimpse into the continual process of reassembly
that makes way for that futurity. Success depends
upon my ability to (re)make myself legible through
eyes that assemble me as “other” without losing
sight of myself in the process. It is a survival skill
honed from an early age requiring an intuitive
understanding of how I will be positioned as both
person and symbol by institutions occupying
different positions than my own. It is the work
needed to do the work—a gift and a reminder
of the dynamics of power inherent in capitalist
modes of making and learning.

“Why are you here?” a young woman finally asked,
breaking the awkward silence filling the room.
She had long black hair and a round, kind face
with well-manicured eyebrows. I recognized her
immediately as the receptionist from the administrative office where I filled out my enrollment
forms a few days earlier.

Decolonial practices are not immune to the ever
present need to locate and secure resources. Academic institutions, such as RISD, have a wealth of
resources and opportunities accessible to students
on a competitive basis. The chance to compete is
part of the investment in academia and in empire.
These applications represent the extra-curricular
labor I have produced to compete for access to the
capital, facilities, equipment, and training needed
to conduct my research, hone my craft, develop
my practice, and most of all subsist. Unseen is
the labor requested from advisors, mentors, and
members of my community from whom I received
reference letters and other forms of support, and
to whom I owe a great debt of gratitude—a gratitude that is also demanded by the institution as
part of a transaction in which it gets to (re)make
itself as innocent and benevolent.
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“What do you mean?” I replied, unsure of the
underlying meaning of the question. It was my
first day of class at Sitting Bull College, a small
Tribal College on the Standing Rock reservation
in North Dakota.
“Why are you here?” she repeated. Her tone was
laced with incredulousness and suspicion. It was
an expression as much as it was a question, one
that I would hear uttered by many during my
time back on the Rez. It spoke of the poverty, the
disappointment, the depression and abuse, the
feelings of hopelessness and being less than, of
coming up last, the excuses, the boredom, the
lack of expectation and absence of opportunity,
the pain of growing up in an internment camp
where the prison guards had left but the trauma
remained. She was tired of it, and she wanted out;
not just of Standing Rock, not just of poverty, but
of the burden of being Lakota. So why the hell
would I choose to move back?
“For the fry bread,” I said, a partial truth that
seemed to lighten the tension.
The question was disheartening to hear, because
it was the opposite of how I felt. I was finally
where I wanted to be, in a physical and metaphysical homecoming of sorts, my body feeling finally
aligned with my heart and mind. The truth was I
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had come back to Standing Rock to learn about
my culture, to get the education I had missed
from all of the years I spent away from home
studying in private schools in Minneapolis and
on the East Coast. I was there to reconnect with
my roots and my childhood, to add substance
and nuance to the stunted perspective I had been
holding onto all these years of what it meant to
be Lakota. I was tired of feeling inauthentic, of
feeling guilty every time I checked the “American Indian/Alaskan Native” box on applications
when I hadn’t felt Native for years, not since I was
a child and such identifications weren’t nearly
as important as organizing a game of tag. Moreover, I was tired of feeling ashamed of feeling
inauthentic. After all, I had long ago come to
appreciate, even love, my multi-ethnic identity
which gave me a unique perspective and access
into a number of different communities, even if
it couldn’t bestow upon me a total sense of belonging. Being mixed didn’t make me less; it didn’t
dilute me. It doubled my roots and gave me more
of myself to learn about and love.
From the time I became conscious of my identity and my place in this world, I have wanted to
make a better, more fulfilling life for myself and
my communities. My meaning of “better” and
“more fulfilling” has evolved over the years, as
has my sense of “community”. I am Black and I
am Lakota. I was raised by my mother in a working-class household, my father having been killed
in the streets of Oakland before I was born. My
formal education has taken place in both elite
private institutions filled with privilege and opportunity, and inner-city public schools with
barred windows and armed police officers. I have
lived in both rural and urban poverty, in places
densely populated with immigrants and poor
people of color, and small towns where livestock
outnumber people. I have learned to navigate
smoothly between these worlds. This repeated experience brought me to engineering and design,
offering not only avenues to a better world, but a
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lifelong process to foster community, discovery,
and belonging.
My creative interests are as diverse as my experiences. Photography, film, graphic design, and
physical computing light me up the most. While
I study and admire the masters of these fields, I
am fascinated by the work that exists in the grey
area, which breaks down the conceptual and
technological barriers dividing them. Graphic
design is capable of housing my multi-disciplinary
interests. It blends passion and purpose, art and
problem solving, analog and digital, traditional
and experimental.
I am applying to RISD because I want to use
interactive design and technology to revitalize
indigenous cultures and languages, to investigate
and share the beauty and complexity of the many
communities spawned in the African diaspora,
and to be a good ally for other oppressed and
underrepresented communities. For Black and
Native people, our traditional methods of passing
down our culture, history, and worldview were intentionally destroyed and replaced with a system
that emphasizes euro-centric values. These elements make us who we are as a people, and the
methods we use to teach them form the connection between our past and our future. I see an
opportunity to utilize design and technology to
create interactive and multi-sensory experiences
that can rebuild and reimagine those connections.
A rigorous program of study like the one RISD
offers will help me seize that opportunity and
accelerate my path to creating the type of change
I want to bring to the world.

design and interactive media advocate for visual
tribal sovereignty. Ella Deloria’s cultural anthropological approach to recording Lakota history
and language was innovative, and inspiring to me
in both its breadth and rigor. The result of her
hard work serves as one of the invaluable sources
of information I would like to make more accessible through design. Sadie Red Wing’s MGD thesis
on learning the traditional Lakota visual language
through shape play speaks to the need to develop
a process for Lakota design that looks to the past
to inform design decisions. I want to further the
development of a Lakota design methodology to
apply to my own work, one that respects the past
while providing a bridge to the future.
What I want to do is a unique blend of who I
am and the experiences and connections I have
cultivated throughout my lifetime. I am eager
to take advantage of the opportunity I have to
collaborate with the people who are doing the
work to revitalize and pass down this information for the benefit of future generations. They
are neighbors, family members, and colleagues.
RISD is known as a place for innovation, because
it equips its students with the diverse training,
network, resources, and ways of thinking needed
to help creatives forge their own path. This is the
type of rigorous and creative environment I want
to begin the challenging and fulfilling journey of
bringing my vision into reality.

RESPONSE to the following in 1 PDF. Please include the
question text as headers before your responses, and
use 1 inch margins, Times New Roman 12-point font, and
single spaced rows:
SUMMARY—A short description of the who, what, where,
why, and so what. (50 word max):
SaveMoneySaveLife is a foundation based out
of Chicago committed to serving Black and
Indigenous communities. Their programs—
Street Medics and uniVERSE—train community
members as first responders in neighborhoods
considered "trauma care deserts," and provide
opportunities for cross-cultural collaboration
on S.T.E.A.M. projects at participating colleges
and universities. My background as a Black
and Indigenous graphic designer with a professional background in computer programming is
particularly aligned with the mission of the organization and will be of considerable help as they
develop a visual design system and a system for
cross-cultural community collaboration.
LEARNING OBJECTIVE) What is your learning objective? (50
word max):
Through this internship, I will learn how to
develop a branding system for an organization
and use community engagement as a central part
of a design process. Additionally, I will be able to
think critically as a designer about the complexity of social problems and the process for social
change, while utilizing human-centered design
methods and models for social impact in communities closely related to my own identity.

My interest in RISD also stems from my desire
to contribute to the field of graphic design intellectually through academia. I have been greatly
inspired by the works of two Lakota scholars: Ella
Deloria (Aŋpétu Wašté Wiŋ), an early 20th century anthropologist, ethnographer, and linguist,
and Sadie Red Wing (Tȟášiná Zí Wíŋ), a graphic
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ESSAY 1) What is the name, location, mission, and services
of the organization? (200 word max) :

long-term resolutions to gun violence, systemic
oppression, and community rehabilitation.

strengthening of that connection between Black
and Native communities.

Name: SaveMoneySaveLife Foundation
Location: Chicago, IL.

ESSAY 2) How did you find the internship? Describe how
you made the connection and your communication. (200
word max):

Furthermore, because of the nascent nature
of the organization, the internship would be a
unique opportunity to build an entire design
infrastructure for the organization, rather than
just one-off projects in an already established
design system. Designing a system for community engagement throughout the design process
will also be a new experience for me, one that is
difficult to replicate in school.

Mission: SaveMoneySaveLife’s mission is to save
and enrich the lives of Black and Indigenous
communities through intersectional, place-based
programs.
Services:
uniVERSE: UniVERSE is a Science/Art education program that seeks to integrate cultural
awareness and ignite activism. UniVerse provides project-oriented, place-based curriculum
for a cross-cultural and multidisciplinary cohort
of students. UniVerse is designed to integrate
STEAM (Science. Technology. Engineering. Arts.
Math.) and provides a pathway for learners to
pursue higher education in fields that are drastically underrepresented by Indigenous and
Black communities.
Three tiers of peer groups will work together,
providing mentorship and demonstrating possibility. High school students are paired with
collegiate interns from similar backgrounds,
and collegiate-level interns can apprentice with
professionals. UniVERSE will act as a hub for
trailblazing solutions to the complex, systemic,
political, social and environmental challenges we
face globally.

I met one of the founders when the organization
was still in the early phases of its conception.
After learning about the mission of the organization, I had asked them to stay in touch and
notify me if there was anything I could do to
help. A few weeks ago, after about a year and a
half, the director of the program reached out
and notified me that the organization was officially up-and-running and that they were in the
early stages of developing programs. I knew of
the existence of the Maharam Fellowship through
my work at the career center and asked if SaveMoneySaveLife would be interested in helping
me find a way to work with them this summer
through the fellowship.
ESSAY 3) Why are you interested in an internship at this
particular organization? (200 word max)

Street Medics: Street Medics is dedicated to training civilians as trauma and mental health first
responders within neighborhoods of Chicago
that suffer from the highest rates of violence in
the Nation. Street Medics promises to engage
and pursue not only trauma-informed community training but also provide victim advocacy
and services for holistic healing. Street Medics
pledges to create place-based relationships
to ensure an empathetic approach to finding

There are very few opportunities to work for
projects or organizations that sit at the intersection of my own racial identity. When I was
living in Minnesota, I saw Indigenous communities come out to support the Black Lives Matter
movement, as both groups had been subject to
racial profiling and police brutality for years.
I also saw allies from the Black Lives Matter
movement come out to support my tribe's fight
against the construction of the Dakota Access
Pipeline a mile upstream from our community.
As a Black and Native American person, that was
the first time I really saw allyship between both
sides of my ethnic heritage. I want to help foster
more of that type of collaboration. Working for
SaveMoneySaveLife at such a crucial stage in
their development would be a way to support
an organization whose mission is to support the
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ESSAY 4) How does the organization contribute to public
policy and/or have a social impact? Through engaging in
legislative work? Affecting change in larger systems or
practices? Educating an audience? Or advocacy for an
underserved population? (200 word max):
SaveMoneySaveLife engages in direct action and
training of the communities they serve. We are
hoping to increase the effectiveness and outreach
of the organization by developing a cohesive
organizational brand, and establish a design
thinking system for community engagement that
allows for community members and key stakeholders to collaborate in the development of
services. This subverts the top-down approach
often employed in community service projects
and replaces it with a relationship of genuine and
effective collaboration.
ESSAY 5) Explain how this internship puts you in a situation where artists/designers are not usually found. (200
word max):
Many 501-C-3’s, particularly when starting out,
do not have the funding to devote to design
projects, even though visual communication is a
critical part of being able to connect with investors/members, employees, and the communities
they serve. Often times employees who are not
designers or artists are tasked with designing
materials or communications for the organization,
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causing the brand to look disjointed, or worse, at
odds with the organization’s mission. This internship puts me at the beginning of an organization,
allowing me to craft a brand identity that can be
accessible to all of the parties involved.
Additionally, I will be establishing a human-centered, design thinking methodology to facilitate
the development process of services with and for
Black and Native communities. This puts artists
and designers at the intersection of strategic
planning, operations, community engagement,
and innovation. For-profit businesses are increasingly employing this strategy, bringing designers
and other creatives in earlier on the development
process, but I think it's still fairly rare for a nonprofit organization to do so.
ESSAY 6) What is the problem or issue that you will
address? What do you know about the problem or issue;
what have you found in your research? Tell us why you care.
(200 word max):
SaveMoneySaveLife and I will use design processes to empower and foster collaboration
between Black and Indigenous communities.
The uniVERSE program is designed to create a
pathway to STEAM opportunities in higher education for Indigenous and Black communities. It
will also create a mentorship network between
high school students, collegiate level interns, and
professionals. This program is intended to meet
the issues of exposure and support for Black and
Indigenous people of all ages in STEAM fields
and institutions of higher learning.
The Street Medics program is intended to train
civilians to be first responders in communities that
are considered "trauma care deserts" and have low
rates of healthcare coverage. On average, it takes
nearly 30 minutes to an hour for first responders
to arrive on a scene in these trauma care deserts
to administer life-saving care. Training a force of
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civilian trauma and mental health first responders
would help save lives as Chicago attempts to find
long-term solutions for gun violence.
ESSAY 7) How are you prepared for this experience? How is
this the right time in your academic and artistic growth for
this experience? What skills do you have now that will help
you to be successful? (200 word max):
I have a post-baccalaureate degree in graphic
design from the Maryland Institute College of
Art, and am in my first year of a master's degree
in graphic design at the Rhode Island School of
Design. I have worked professionally in advertising as a computer programmer, and have taught
design for the web as an adjunct professor at
RISD. I was trained as a full-stack developer as a
fellow at Code For Progress—a non-profit organization in DC dedicated to empowering people
in the social justice movement with skills in computer programming. This internship would be a
great way to combine my academic and professional experiences to create meaningful change.
I will be able to work on a design project that
works at a systems level both in terms of visual
design and program development. I will be able
to interact with people on the ground to employ a
human-centered design process. This internship
would be a great growth opportunity for me as a
designer, as it provides me with challenges I haven’t worked on before, but also plays to a number
of my strengths.
ESSAY 8) What will be your main activities and responsibilities? How will you apply your art/design skills and ways of
thinking during this internship? (200 word max):
My main activities will be to create a branding system for the foundation and then apply
that to as many areas of the organization as
possible—website, promotional/informational
materials, curricular materials, and social media
communications. Developing a branding system
and templates will help them continue to create
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materials within the brand after I leave and as
they continue to grow.
Being trained as a graphic designer at RISD,
considerable instruction has been devoted to
developing processes for creative production.
These processes are grounded in research and
the fundamentals of design. They also make
space for exploration and experimentation,
encouraging innovation by bringing together
disparate elements and leaving room for chance
to create unexpected outcomes. We then use our
foundational training to extract the best pieces of
those experiments to create something new and
powerful. Versions of this process can be used
to develop innovative and effective outcomes
through collaborative workshops with diverse
groups of people all working towards a common
goal. This process can garner important insights,
foster community empowerment, and lay the
foundation for the implementation of organizational strategies and programs.

that brand standard, I will create print-based
promotional and information materials for SaveMoneySaveLife’s two main programs—Street
Medics and uniVERSE—as well as social media
communications. In lieu of the print-based promotional and informational materials, I may
design and develop a website for the organization, whichever they decide is more important at
the time.
My other role will be to help facilitate a series of
workshops with community members and key
stakeholders that employ design thinking and
human-centered design to develop innovative and
effective services to meet the needs of Black and
Indigenous communities. I will then document
and synthesize the outcomes of this process to be
used by the foundation.
ESSAY 11) Describe the impact this grant will have on the
internship organization or the community or even the larger
society. (200 word max):

When I was at MICA studying graphic design,
there were numerous projects devoted to working
with communities and community organizations.
There was an institutional emphasis to use our
skills as designers to serve the greater Baltimore
community and to hone our interpersonal skills
with the people for whom we were designing.
RISD provides a world-class education in the
fundamentals of graphic design and visual communication and encourages us regularly to push
the boundaries of what design can be. Our eye,
our intellect, and our hand are all being trained
to produce work that drives the field forward.
However, there isn’t as much emphasis on working with communities built into the curriculum,
making RISD at times feel like an ivory tower
removed from the concerns of clients or the city
of Providence. It is expected that this form of
practical experience will come from real-world
situations. That is why opportunities like the
Maharam Fellowship are so important.

The primary role will be to create a brand identity and design system for the organization. From

ESSAY 12) Describe the impact this grant will have on you academically, artistically, professionally, and/or personally.
What skills do you hope to gain? (200 word max):

Being selected for the grant would allow me to
employ the foundation in visual communication
I am learning at RISD in a real-world experience
that could have a positive impact on many lives.
Instead of a one-off design project, I will get to
create an entire design system. Instead of communicating a few times back and forth with a
client and handing my work over to them once
I am done, I will be able to work on the ground
with the communities my design work is meant to
reach. Real human beings will be at the heart of
my design process. That level of human-centered
interaction and feedback cannot be mimicked
in a design prompt. As a Black and Indigenous
designer, this fellowship would make it possible
for me to ply my trade towards the betterment
of the communities I come from, which has personal significance for me. I think it is important
for people from underserved communities to do
what they can to provide a pipeline for others. I
am privileged to be able to attend a school like
RISD and have access to grant money like that
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ESSAY 9) In what ways might you have the opportunity to
see how decisions are made at this organization? Will you
attend meetings, talk to board members, and/or work with
administrative staff? (200 word max):
I will be working closely with the director of the
foundation and other stakeholders, as well as
the communities with whom SaveMoneySaveLife
works. As this is a nascent organization, the team
is still very small, and people are expected to fulfill a variety of roles. This gives me a chance to be
a part of the formation of the organization in its
beginning stages, implementing human-centered
design and design thinking from the start.
ESSAY 10) What are 2-3 specific things you hope to accomplish through this experience? Be realistic! This is an 8 week
project. (200 word max):

SaveMoneySaveLife is an organization with the
potential to save and enriches lives. In the process, the foundation is building allyship between
two historically oppressed communities that
haven’t often worked together. In order for this
foundation to get off of the ground and make
an impact, they will need to work closely with
the communities they are serving and tailor
their programs to meet the needs of these communities. Design thinking and human-centered
design will allow for the organization to build
programs WITH the community, instead of forcing a top-down approach. This grant from the
Maharam Foundation will make it possible for
this organization which is in the early stages of
its development build design and design thinking
into the way that it operates.

provided by the Maharam Fellowship. I want to
use these advantages in the service of greater
social change.
  

Week 3: Facilitate first round of workshops.
Reflect on process and outcomes. Document
results. Make adjustments. Take findings from the
workshops and apply to branding process.

TRAVEL: Roundtrip airfare (Providence to Chicago): $289-$350. Chicago Transit Authority
(two 30-day passes): $210. Lyft & Uber (over
2-months): $200.

Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Maharam Fellowship 2018
Final Report

ESSAY 13) How are you prepared to work and live in the
community? Describe your support system. This is particularly important if you are proposing an internship outside
of Rhode Island or your home state or country. (200 word
max):

Week 4: Facilitate second round of workshops.
Reflect on process and outcomes. Document
results. Take findings from the workshops and
apply to branding process.

HOUSING: Housing in Chicago will be free,
however, I will still need to pay rent in Providence
(2-months plus utilities): $1,300.

This summer, I had the opportunity to work with
the SaveMoneySaveLife Foundation (SMSL)
based out of Chicago. SMSL is an organization
in its first year of existence. It was founded by
Laundi Keepseagle, a community organizer from
the Standing Rock Indian Reservation in North
Dakota, and Vic Mensa, who is a music artist and
community organizer from Chicago. Both of them
have used their organizing abilities to launch the
pilot programs uniVerse and StreetMedics which
they intend to leverage towards more substantial
and long-term funding for the organization.

The headquarters for the SaveMoneySaveLife
Foundation is located in Chicago, and I will be
able to work out of their office. I have arranged
to stay with family members living in Chicago for
the duration of the internship.
TIMELINE) Provide a general timeline that gives a sense of
how your experience will unfold and how your supervisor
and co-workers will support you. This could be a weekly
calendar outlining activities, meetings, and events, and
include who is involved. We understand some of this may be
hypothetical and things will change, but having a plan will
help you get started and be productive. And it will help us
understand your vision. (half a page max):
Week 1: Onboarding with SaveMoneySaveLife.
Get a clear understanding of the current status of
the organization, its mission, vision, values, culture, and short and long-term goals. Learn about
and visit the communities we will be working
with, and meet key stakeholders in the organization. Begin researching the communities, the
organizational landscape, visuals, and start putting together a mood board for the visual identity.
Begin planning the workshops and figuring out
logistics (some of this work will already be done
prior to my arrival).
Week 2: Continue researching and putting
together visuals. Begin concepting and making
connections from the research. Finalize any
logistics for the workshops, and rehearse/tailor
the training.
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Week 5: Finish documentation and analysis of
results from workshops. Begin putting together
a process to facilitate future workshops. Solidify
a direction for the brand identity/design system.
Begin constructing branding guide.
Week 6: Finish constructing branding guide.
Present to director for feedback. Make final
adjustments based on feedback. Begin constructing presentation on the findings and
recommendations from the workshops.
Week 7: Present final branding guide to director
for approval. Begin applying branding standard
across the foundation (marketing materials, informational materials, business cards, signage etc.).
Finish presentation on the findings and recommendations from the workshops.

FOOD: Groceries and restaurants ($30 per diem
for two months): $1,800.
MISC: Entertainment, unexpected fees, toiletries,
research materials etc.: $550.
TOTAL: $4,410.
INTERNSHIP OFFER LETTER.
The offer letter should be a formal invitation from the
internship supervisor and include: the specific time period,
indication there is a position and appropriate work for the
student, a list of activities, a description of the hopeful
outcome, and agreement to mentor/support the student
and provide appropriate resources.

Week 8: Present findings and recommendations
from the workshops to the director and stakeholders, as well as brand standards. Wrap up any
lingering tasks. Make sure all documentation for
personal use is acquired. Celebrate!
BUDGET) Provide a budget of anticipated costs to include
travel, housing, meals, materials, supplies, equipment, or
other related expenses. Indicate other grants, if any, you are
currently seeking for this project. Maharam funding should
NOT be applied to cover organization program participation
fees or materials/equipment that benefit the day-to-day
organization such as paper, printing, or items that will be
staying with the organization. (half a page max):
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My intention going into the fellowship was to
create an organizational brand that would represent SMSL in both the urban Black communities
of Chicago and the rural Native American
communities of North and South Dakota. That
objective was in line with the goals of the founders to do work in these underserved communities
and find pathways for both groups to work with
each other. My experience with designing branding for an organization was limited, which made
this task a great project to foster my development
as a designer. However, my experience living in
both urban Black communities and rural Native
communities in the Midwest made me a great fit
for the project. There are several similar issues
that both communities face, providing a great
opportunity to be able to forge collaboration and
allyship between both groups. It was that objective that interested me most about working with
SMSL. For the first time as a Black and Native
designer, I saw an opportunity to work at the
intersection of my identity. I wanted to be sure
that whatever visual identity I created for SMSL
authentically reflected the voice of its founders
and of the values and concerns of the communities they served. An effective visual identity would
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foster trust and buy-in from both communities
because they could see themselves in it.
For this reason, I spent the first half of my fellowship in Standing Rock researching the current
and traditional design vernacular of local Tribes,
while simultaneously working on any immediate
design needs for SMSL. I greatly enjoyed my
experience in Standing Rock. I found inspiration from walks around the reservation, trips to
neighboring towns, and the landscape. Of particular interest were the T-shirts people wore from
local designers signifying special events such as
wacipis (dance celebrations/powwows), sporting
tournaments, and activist movements.
I was also able to engage in deeper research
with experts in the community. I worked extensively with Mark Holman, the head librarian at
Sitting Bull College. In addition to his knowledge
of resources at the SBC library and of primary
resources regarding tribes in the region, he was
responsible for exhibiting the artwork and artifacts that filled the display cases in the library.
Of particular interest to me was an exhibit
he recently installed of artifacts, designs, and
images he collected from the Water Protector
camps during the NoDAPL movement that took
place there a year earlier. Also of great help to
me was the director of the Standing Rock Visitor Center, Jennifer Martell. Through the visitor
center, she ran continuing education art programs for the community. She also organized art
markets and helped facilitate commissions for
art buyers looking for traditional arts and crafts
from local artists.
This method of reaching out to learn from people
who are actively engaged in their community
followed me to Chicago. I went to community
organizing events, walked about the city gathering visual inspiration, and met with local
artists and designers engaged in community/
human-centered work. These interactions helped
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me get out of the studio and gain insight and
inspiration from my environment. This way of
making work is something I want to pursue
further in my studies at RISD and in my own professional practice.
While I enjoyed the visual research I conducted
in Standing Rock, there were numerous obstacles
that prevented me from incorporating them in
my final designs for SMSL. First and foremost,
the financial realities and programmatic circumstances SMSL faced forced me to shift my
focus towards the more immediate design needs
of the organization rather than the development
of a long-term branding strategy. As much as I
wanted to create a brand for SMSL, it was clear
that doing so would serve my needs as a designer
far more than the needs of the organization since
SMSL had neither the capacity nor the resources
to execute a brand strategy.
Additionally, since SMSL was still in such a
start-up phase with limited resources, it did not
yet have the capacity to work programmatically
outside of Chicago. Working several states away
on the reservation with no budget or staff was
simply infeasible, making their primary focus on
building pilot programs in the Black and Brown
communities in Chicago that were most readily available to them. Lastly, it felt premature to
develop a long-term visual identity for an organization that was still in the process of figuring out
its identity. While SMSL's desire was to work with
Black and Native communities, what their actual
mission will become will in large part be determined by the long-term funding they receive and
in part by the agenda of those that fund them.
Given this reality, it became clear that the best
way to support SMSL was to assist them in any
way possible with their pilot programs. My first
action was to build SMSL a website. They already
had purchased a domain name and hosting from
Wix, but the site still needed to be developed.
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While it would have been easier for me to build
their site from scratch, I decided to design and
build their website on Wix knowing that it would
be easier for them to maintain the site on a WYSIWYG, CMS platform designed for people with no
experience with web programming. Designing the
site through Wix forced me to work within the
constraints of the platform—which was a challenge but also a great learning experience. Once I
built their site, I was able to put in place a number
of other important digital components critical
to the function of the organization. I was able
to upload and archive their digital content from
previous programs that they had documented.
I linked their bank account to the site so that
people could donate to SMSL. I managed their
Eventbrite account and posted about upcoming
events on the site. Having a website in place also
enabled me to set up and distribute branded
email addresses for core members of the organization. Throughout my fellowship, much of my
design work used the website and social media
as a platform to inform people about upcoming
events and opportunities to donate to the organization. In the construction of the site, I reached
out to local designers and copywriters that supported SMSL's mission for feedback. I included
these insights in my proposal for next steps
regarding the further development of the site.
I wanted SMSL to continue working with local
designers and artists, establishing it as a part of
the organization’s culture.
To my pleasant surprise, SMSL always had a
wealth of photographers and videographers
willing to volunteer their time and talents
towards visually document SMSL events and
programs. Vic Mensa's clout in Chicago went a
long way in fostering these connections. Most
of the volunteers were people of color from
the communities in which we were working.
In fact, SMSL has recently started offering
apprenticeships with established professional
photographers and videographers to help train
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aspiring photographers and videographers. This
pipeline of talent provided me with a wealth of
assets to help tell SMSL's story. It also meant that
I needed to design a system for receiving, sharing, and archiving the assets. Since the work was
being done on a volunteer basis, I also needed
to ensure that we could give proper attribution
to the creators of the assets. My background as
a freelance photographer and photo assistant in
New York became very useful in designing this
functional archive. Before SMSL events, I would
provide creative direction for the volunteer
photographers and videographers, assign roles
as needed, and provide logistical instructions on
how to submit assets to us afterward. I also made
the effort to learn more about the creative work
of the volunteers. We often looked through their
portfolio, talked shop, and discussed similar work
or artistic inspirations. Aside from being enjoyable, these efforts helped establish a rapport with
local creatives while simultaneously attempting
to provide some structure to produce a cohesive
body of assets amongst a constantly changing
group of volunteers.
Although I was unable to create a brand for the
entire organization, I was able to work extensively with SMSL's StreetMedics program. The
first StreetMedics training launched while I was
in Chicago. I was able to partake in the event
and see firsthand SMSL's way of engaging with
the community. From that experience, I worked
with the volunteer medical staff conducting the
training to design their presentation and support materials. Working with these volunteers
was very much like developing a brand. We took
feedback from the participants, the medical professional, and some local volunteer copywriters
to help improve the materials. We then tested and
refined our materials over multiple workshops
and community engagements. Working with the
dedicated volunteers in this manner emphasized
the importance of their own sense of agency in
an organization that was in constant flux. Even
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though they were not able to be hired as fulltime employees yet, having them work so closely
with the material, and going through the process
of deciding what the experience of the training
should be like long-term empowered them to take
ownership of the program.
While designing the materials for the StreetMedics program, I needed to keep in mind what could
easily be reproduced with limited resources and
technical capability. I had to assume that volunteers had, at best, access to a standard desktop
printer. I could not assume each volunteer would
be using a Mac or a PC, or had a Google account;
so making the presentations in Microsoft Office,
Apple Works, or Google Docs was out of the
question. Given this constraint, I chose to create
an interactive PDF for the presentation, which
would allow the volunteers to display the work
like a Powerpoint, but also distribute the PDF
afterward to interested participants. For the marketing materials, I created a trifold pamphlet that
could easily be printed on standard paper and
be folded in mass quantities by volunteers. I also
designed tabletop banners that could be used at
community events to help represent the program.
The other major event I ended up doing a lot of
work for was actually unexpected by all involved.
While in Chicago, in the midst of one of the
bloodiest weekends in terms of gun violence the
city had seen, the Chicago Police Department
had set up "bait trucks" in poor Black and Brown
communities on Chicago's South Side. These bait
trucks were filled with expensive Nike and Louis
Vuitton shoes and left with the trailer doors open
seemingly unattended. Police would hide and wait
to arrest anyone who might try to take a pair of
shoes. This sting operation was caught on video,
causing a lot of outrage both inside and outside
of the community. Residents felt that, instead of
helping to protect against gun violence, the police
were attempting to prey upon the most impoverished and vulnerable members of the community.
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In response to this event, Laundi Keepseagle, Vic
Mensa, and Malcolm London decided to draw
upon their organizing backgrounds and create
a "Anit-Bait Truck" event, wherein shoes and
back-to-school supplies would be given out to
the community that was targeted by the police.
What started out as a simple idea became a huge
undertaking. The Anti-Bait Truck event ended
up receiving over 15,000 donations of shoes,
backpacks, and school supplies. Everyone regularly involved in SMSL expanded their roles to
accommodate additional responsibilities. My first
directive was to create a flier that could be used
on social media and posted around the community to inform people of the event. This was the
graphic that would end up essentially branding
the event. As such, the design went through many
iterations before it received the approval from
Vic Mensa. Once this flier was shared on social
media, it was quickly picked up and re-shared by
other artists, organizers, and news organizations
like Shaun King, Chance the Rapper, Chieff Keeff
Sosa, Anwar Hadid, and others, receiving millions
of views, hundreds of thousands of likes, and
thousands of comments, making it easily my most
viewed work of design ever. It also generated a
huge spike in hits on the SMSL website. Most
importantly, it helped raise awareness about the
issue, inform the Chicago community about the
event, and garner national news coverage, volunteers, and donations from around the world.
The flier was not the only thing that needed to
be designed, however. Signage and wayfinding
for the actual event also needed to be created.
I designed a map of the event space, SMSLbranded forms and waivers, graphics for the
trucks, banners of various sizes and applications, a step-and-repeat for news coverage, and
SMSL T-shirts for volunteers. This required me
to revamp the SMSL logo since the existing asset
they had was a low-resolution jpg that needed
to be cleaned up and vectorized to scale up to a
wide range of sizes. Producing the event materials
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required me to source local vendors to produce
the work on a tight schedule and a tight budget.
In addition to the design work, I helped with the
preparation of the event. I, like everyone else, had
to wear many hats to pull this event off. I helped
process and organize donations. I picked up large
moving trucks and negotiated with the rental staff
to increase the duration of the rental period. I
loaded and unloaded trucks with donations and
moved the items to storage facilities. I also spent
a good amount of time watching young children.
Many volunteers in SMSL, including Laundi, were
single parents devoting their time and energy to
the cause. As has been the case in every social
justice movement of which I have been a part,
women were at the forefront of this action —
leading, organizing, and doing the necessary work
to build power. By watching the children, I was
able to allow these amazing women to focus on
helping and empowering their community.

grateful for the financial and interpersonal
support of the Maharam Fellowship and administrators like Kevin Jankowski and Lisa Cramer,
without whom none of this would have been
possible. It has been extremely rewarding sharing my story with other RISD students looking to
pursue their own Maharam fellowship projects;
I've already had a couple of 1-on-1 conversations
with people regarding their ideas. It is inspiring
to see what a community like RISD can do when
given the opportunity to pair with the outside
world in pursuit of some passion. I look forward
to the many other unexpected gifts and insights
that come from having worked on a project of
this type and magnitude.

The Anti-Bait Truck event took place two days
before I was scheduled to leave Chicago. It was
an incredibly successful event that provided
much-needed supplies to Chicagoans who needed
it the most. It helped unite people to provide a
small sense of justice to a community that has
been the target of numerous predatory practices
by the authorities that are supposed to protect
and to serve them. It was also a huge event that
thrust SMSL into the spotlight in Chicago and
across the country. The hard work, dedication,
and love exhibited by folks on the West and South
sides of Chicago have stuck with me long after
the event filling me with both a feeling of pride
and of inspiration.
SMSL is a young organization that still has a long
way to go to secure its future. However, the talent
and commitment by all involved are evident.
I feel fortunate to have been able to be a part
of SMSL's origin story and hope to continue to
work with them as they develop. I am extremely
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Independent Research Proposal 2018
Status: Accepted
My sister (who is a stylist and producer in NY)
and I are starting a lifestyle business that brings
to life the culture, stories, and movements of
black communities across the African Diaspora. It is essentially the Kinfolk for Black folk,
except with more substance and a greater focus
on social justice issues. In addition to a shop
that sells and develops products that help Black
people live a more “woke” or socially conscience
lifestyle, we are creating an annual publication/
art book that centers around a chosen theme.
This theme will serve as a connective thread/
jumping off point for investigating stories from
Black communities across the Diaspora.

In this first publication (the manifesto/business
plan), I would like to explore the potential of print
to create engaging and informative experiences.
Materiality, layout, color, proportion, type, image,
and sequencing will all be explored.

consumed, there is a social need for products
made with time and care to be lasting pieces that
reveal themselves in layers.
CHA-CHING
What will you charge?

AFRO— One-Page Business Plan

$85

OVERVIEW
How will you get paid?
What will you sell?
AFRO— will sell a yearly limited edition art book
that delves deeply into the histories, cultures, and
lifestyles of black communities across the African Diaspora. Each edition will focus on a central
theme/issue, allowing us to weave together a
collection of visually and informationally rich
narratives that will serve to educate, connect, and
empower black people around the world.

Starting at the beginning of next year, we are
looking to raise funds to create a minimum viable
product to test in the market. There are a number
of entrepreneurial competitions (like RISD’s
social innovation fellowship, and MICA’s UpStart
Competition) and investors we are looking to
pitch our idea to, as well as people with whom
we want to collaborate/work. As such, we need
to create a brand identity, informational materials, and a proof of concept that will help people
understand our business plan and product. That’s
where the open study course comes in.

Who will buy it?
The target market for AFRO— are Black people,
ages 20-35, who are college educated, upwardly
mobile, socially conscious, politically active (or
want to be), art oriented, and travel (or are interested in travelling) globally.

Initially through sales of the publication.
How else will you make money from this project?
Over time, as we develop a trusted brand, market
and customer base, their will be opportunities to
monetize this group through the sale/creation
of additional products and events. Advertising is
also a possibility,
SUCCESS
The project/business will be successful when it
achieves these metrics:
Number of customers:
2,500
Annual NET income:

How will your business help people?
AFRO— provides a much needed platform for
black people from different parts of the world to
learn about each other, reveal, raise, and reflect
on critical issues in our communities, and engage
in discussions from inside the culture. Black
people need a source that seeks truth, refusing to
pander to or distort our experience for political,
social, or financial gain. From a design perspective, Black communities also deserve a product
that is crafted with great passion and skill for
us by us. In a world flooded by products and
information cheaply produced and immediately

Over the month of January I would like to
develop a brand identity that can be used to build
an informational website we can send to potential
collaborators, a pitch deck/business plan, and a
proof of concept sample version of the annual
publication. The sample publication and informational website might just be the manifesto for
the company—I’m open to thinking about the best
medium and voice for giving people a feel for the
company and what we want to produce.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
Brandy Joy Smith
MARYLAND INSTITUTE COLLEGE OF ART
UpStart Competition 2018
Application Status: Accepted
Competition Result: Semi-Final Round
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$85,000
Other:
Ability to collaborate with other artists/designers. Distribution in France, Germany, England,
US, Canada, Kenya, South Africa, Brazil, and the
Caribbean.
Engagement/creating a community.
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HUSTLING
How will customers learn about your business?
Social Media. Conferences. Speaking engagements at colleges and universities. Art book fairs.
Design award competitions.
How can you encourage referrals?
Influencers in the industry. My sister and I have
an extensive network of Black professionals that
could promote our brand or the publication.
OBSTACLES/CHALLENGES/OPEN QUESTIONS
Specific concern or question #1:
Balancing the high cost of production in the
beginning years when our brand doesn’t have
recognition or a following.
Proposed Solution #1:
Use a very limited staff (myself, and a writer/
researcher) for the first few publications to keep
production costs low. Sell mostly to US audiences. Create smaller, limited run editions to gain
traction and fine tune product, then appeal to
additional rounds of funding to refine the product, create more product offerings, and expand
into other markets
UPSTART APPLICATION QUESTIONS
Name of Company:
AFRO–
Brief Pitch that Describes Your Company/Idea (200chars):
AFRO– is a yearly limited edition artists’ book that
delves deeply into the history, culture, and lifestyles
of black communities across the African Diaspora.
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Key Value Proposition (10,000chars):
What your business is, the features, benefits, unique
advantages, etc?
AFRO– will sell a yearly limited edition artists’
book that delves deeply into the history, culture,
and lifestyle of black communities across the
African Diaspora. Each edition will focus on a
central theme/issue, weaving together visually
and informationally rich narratives that educate,
connect, and empower black people around
the world. With exclusive content and careful
research created by the finest contributors from
Black communities, AFRO– will investigate and
portray the brilliance, breadth, and complexity of
the African Diaspora. Content and craft will be
the defining elements that differentiate AFRO–
from other products in the market.
Unlike a typical magazine, book, or art book
(which showcases artworks created in another
medium), an “artists’ book” is a publication that
has been conceived as an artwork in its own
right. This necessarily involves a reflection on the
properties of the book form itself, on the interplay of type, sequence, repetition, juxtaposition,
duration, and materiality in the shaping of a narrative experience. Much like any act of reading, an
artists’ book is a physical experience that allows
a connection with the medium that—while social
in its implications—is individual and personal. The
artists’ book invites us to hold it and turn through
its pages, physically moving through an artwork.
The interplay of text and images, as well as considerations of printing process and the design of
the book, allows for many exciting possibilities
within narrative, media, and meaning that are
specific to the artists’ book alone. AFRO– will
stand out in the market by being a meticulously
crafted artwork that reveals itself in layers over
time, rewarding multiple readings, as opposed to
a mass-produced publication that is read once
and gets disposed of or sits on the shelf.
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Throughout history, Black people from different communities around the world have created
platforms from which to share their experience,
each with varying degrees of success. I am not
aware of any, however, that have attempted to
create a platform that looks at the similarities and
differences between black communities across
the diaspora. For many reasons, the voices and
perspectives of black people from Africa, Europe,
the United States, the Caribbean, and Latin America have been segregated. While in recent years
academic research and writings have proliferated
at the University level on the topic of the African
Diaspora, few, if any, have worked their way into
the mainstream.
The success of movements, media, and institutions like Black Lives Matter, 13th, Get Out, 40
years a slave, Moonlight, Dear White People,
Uncivil, 2 Dope Queens, Lemonade, Blackish,
Between the World and Me, The Mis-Adventures of Awkward Black Girl, Kehinde Wiley, the
National Museum of African American History
and Culture, Blavity, the AFRO—Punk music
festival, and many others shows the hunger for
greater Black consciousness and representation.
I have seen a proliferation of Black designers,
organizers, writers, and artists create work that
has tapped into what has become a popular
lexicon of social justice. But these expressions
have almost entirely focused on the experience
of Black people in the United States. Much of
what I have seen on the market has been tailored
to reach a mass-audience through mainstream
distribution channels, and as such often lacks
substance, critical analysis, and nuance. At
times, the content feels appropriative, or borders on a pandering pseudo-black empowerment
wrapped under capitalism, especially amongst
the higher-budget corporate driven work. There
is definitely a place for content that is designed
to be easily digested and reach a mass-audience.
However, in the quest for mass media exposure,
mass-production, and mass-profits, we need to
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be wary of creating a landscape of meaningless
noise that lacks the ability to raise important
questions and investigate the things that are vital
to the progress of Black communities, Black
futures, and Black empowerment.
While the annual artists’ book will serve as the
moral and intellectual anchor for the company, AFRO– aims to position itself as a leading
lifestyle authority that promotes an informed,
socially conscious quality of life, connecting
a diverse global Black community through a
dynamic mix of print and online media, event
programming, and product development. In
recent years, a growing number of curated, independent magazines like Vice, Kinfolk, Monocle,
032c, The Gentlewoman, Fantastic Man, Aperture
Magazine, and others have been able to leverage
the committed readership created by their publications into additional revenue sources. As brand
loyalty, popularity, and trust grows through the
strength of the artists’ book, additional opportunities will open up to create and sell products and
experiences to that core customer base, as well
as expose the brand to potential new customers.
AFRO— seeks to chart a new course; to bring to
Black people across the diaspora a trusted, diligently crafted source for critical thought, visual
culture, post-colonial ideologies, and enlightening
discourse. AFRO— will be a source for action,
serving not only as a window and a mirror into
Black lives around the world, but a creative guide
for the betterment of them. Intelligent writing,
fresh perspectives, careful research, and compelling visuals and design will be the hallmark of the
AFRO– brand. The annual artists’ book will be an
excellent platform from which to build the brand,
revenue, talent, and customer base for future
projects.
Target Market (10,000chars):
Who you will target as customers/clients
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AFRO— is primarily tailored for the professional
class of college educated, upwardly mobile,
socially conscious, and globally curious Black
folk across the diaspora between the ages of 20
and 35. AFRO— is both for and by the emerging generation of scholars, writers, artists, and
change agents—the makers and movers of Black
communities globally building off of the progress
of our parents and grandparents. AFRO— will
also likely appeal to the lovers of high quality
independent magazines, and who shop at independent artbook stores like Printed Matter Inc.
and Draw Down Books.
How much money do you anticipate needing to startup or
scaleup and why (10,000chars)? This may or may not match
the amount you pitch for later in the competition. Include
the amount you currently anticipate needing.
STANDARD (Full-time team, 1-3 year target)
Salaries:
$45,000 CFO
$45,000 Art Director/Marketing
$45,000 Editor/Researcher
$45,000 Project Management/Event
Coordinator/Marketing
Printing:
$47,500 - $29,500 (250 page publication, 2500
copies, premium color, soft-cover, 8.5x11in)
Production:
$3,951 (Roundtrip Airfare, 5 locations),
$9,000 (Lodging, 5 locations, 30 days),
$7,500 (Food, 5 months, $50 per diem),
$7,146 (Film, Film Developer + Chemicals, Scanner, Printer + Ink + Paper)
$5,000 (Software + Hardware for next 3 years)
$3,000 (Typefaces)
Research:
$2,000 (Books)
Marketing:
$100 (Web Domain + Hosting)
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$2,000 (Social Media Marketing)
$2,000 (Art Book Fairs)
Business:
$250 (Company Filing)
$5,000 (Legal)
$1,000 (Insurance)
TOTAL: $265,447

What area(s) do you feel you need mentorship or assistance
with (10,000chars)?
Examples: Financial projections, product development,
marketing, business planning, pitching…
Industrial Printing, Marketing in the way of
publicity, Hiring and Contracting other creatives,
Financial Projections.

OVERVIEW
Title: Breakthrough (B-Lab) Summer 2018;
Venture Application

LEAN (Proof of Concept for additional rounds of
investment 3-5 year target)
Stipends:
$25,000 Art Director/Marketing
$12,000 Writer/Researcher
$25,000 CFO/Project Management/Event
Coordinator

What is B-Lab?
The Breakthrough Lab (B-Lab) is a summer accelerator
program for current Brown or RISD students and recent
graduates (December 2017 or May 2018) developing entrepreneurial ventures. Participants in B-Lab have access to
custom mentoring, a peer cohort of dedicated entrepreneurs, and coworking space. B-Lab tries to provide access to
lab facilities and technical support when needed. Students
who are not already receiving other Brown University funding
to work on their ventures will receive a stipend of $4,000.

Printing:
$29,500 (150 page publication, 2500 copies,
premium color, soft-cover, 8.5x11in)
Production:
$2,951 (Roundtrip Airfare, 4 locations),
$7,000 (Lodging, 4 locations, 30 days),
$7,500 (Food, 5 months, $50 per diem),
$3,000 (Software + Hardware for next 3 years)
$1,500 (Typefaces)

B-Lab enables students to work immersively on their
ventures. Team members must be substantially present on
campus during the months of June and July of the program,
and available to participate in the Venture Showcase on
September 20, 2018. These are among the ways you contribute meaningfully to the B-Lab community. If you have
any questions, please email b-lab@brown.edu.

Research:
$2,000 (Books)

Application Process Timeline (approximate)

Marketing:
$100 (Web Domain + Hosting)
$2,000 (Social Media Marketing)
$2,000 (Art Book Fairs)

•
•
•

Business:
$250 (Company Filing)
$500 (Online/Pro-Bono Resources)
$1,000 (Insurance)

•
•

TOTAL: $119,201
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Bobby Joe Smith III
Briana Pickens
BROWN UNIVERSITY
B-Lab Application 2018
Status: Waitlisted
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Thursday, February 15, 2018 at 12:00 PM: Application
closes
Tuesday, February 27, 2018: FINALIST ventures notified
Tuesday, March 6 - Thursday, March 8, 2018: FINALIST
venture presentations to selection committee. You will
need a 4–6 slide pitch deck. More information will be
included in your follow-up email.
Friday, March 9, 2018: Selected ventures notified
Friday, March 16, 2018: Last day for ventures to notify
B-Lab of their acceptance of offer; cohort finalized.
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THE APPLICATION

[IP Section]
Your Venture's Origin & Intellectual Property

[Venture name section]
Venture Member #1 (Submitting Founder)
Ventures will select 1 person, a Brown or RISD founder, to
fill out the application. Other venture members may also
be founders of the venture, but only one founder will be
responsible for submitting the application. Applications are
due by Thursday, February 15 at 12:00 pm.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Last name
First name
University affiliation
Brown
RISD
Class year
Banner ID
Concentration or program
E-mail address
Phone number
Venture Name (working title is acceptable)
Résumé (upload)

[to include 2 other sections for venture member info]
(Founder)
Smith III
Bobby Joe
RISD
2020
MFA Graphic Design
bsmith07@risd.edu
AFRO–
(Submitting Founder)
Pickens
Briana
Brown
2018
MFA Literary Arts
briana_pickens@brown.edu
AFRO–
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It is important that we understand the origins of any intellectual property (IP) that may relate to your venture. If you
need additional context, we recommend reviewing Brown
University's Patent and Invention Policy and Copyright
Policy.
Some ventures are founded around an idea that can be, or
already is, protected by IP laws. Do you think your venture
falls into this category?
• Yes
• No
• I am not sure
If you answered yes above, what is the source of the relevant IP?
• Solely team members
• Brown faculty
• RISD faculty
• Brown medical school or hospital faculty
• non-Brown/RISD person or entity
If you answered yes above, who specifically is the source of
the IP?
If you answered no above, please provide a very brief
explanation.
Our idea requires no patents and does not
infringe on any copyright laws.
Team and Venture Description
Upload a single PDF-formatted document that addresses
the topics below. Please structure your document in the
order shown. Single space the prose.
A) Venture Team (1-2 pages)
Venture member bio's: Please share a short bio of each
venture member, which includes their role in the venture (1
paragraph each).
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Venture members' entrepreneurial background (if any).
Have you taken classes or been a part of programs that
have increased your knowledge of entrepreneurship and
early-stage venturing?
Briana Lynn Pickens is currently an MFA candidate in Cross-Disciplinary Literary Arts at Brown
University where she is also an instructor of the
undergraduate poetry courses, “Introduction to
Poetry” and “Exploding the Book: An Introduction
to Hybrid and Cross-Disciplinary Poetry.” She
works at the intersection of a literary and visual
practice. She's exhibited at the Chicago Home
Theater Festival and the Perry and Marty Granoff Center for the Creative Arts. Her text and
artworks have been published in The Blueshift
Journal and Thin Noon. She earned an undergraduate degree from Washington University in
St. Louis in African and African American Studies
and Modern Dance. She’s worked as a researcher
for The HistoryMakers, an archive based in Chicago, and as a writer for the online pop culture
platform Okayplayer.
Bobby Joe is a photographer, computer programmer, and graphic designer earning his MFA
in graphic design from the Rhode Island School
of Design, where he also teaches web development and design as an adjunct professor. He has
a post-baccalaureate degree in graphic design
from the Maryland Institute College of Art, and
an undergraduate degree in philosophy and
political science. These academic concentrations have taught him how to conduct extensive
research, critically breakdown and synthesize
complex concepts, and translate and expound
upon those concepts visually. Professionally he
has worked as a freelance photographer and
photo assistant to Mark Seliger in New York,
where he developed a keen understanding and
appreciation for the narrative abilities of image
making, as well as a practical understanding of
large scale productions. He has also worked for
a number of years on the business development
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team of the consulting firm Cook Ross Inc.,
which specializes in organizational development
through diversity, inclusion, and cultural competency. As a business development associate,
he was responsible for first level sales calls,
tracking and reporting on the client pipeline,
completing requests for proposals for potential
clients, hiring and managing interns, and representing the company and handling the logistics
at trade shows across the country. He has also
worked on a variety of national ad campaigns as
a web developer at two advertising agencies—
space150 and Colle McVoy.
B) Venture Description (2-3 pages of written text, up to 6
pages total with embedded graphics)
Describe the top-down and bottom-up (customer validation)
research you have conducted to verify this unmet need. For
a better understanding of bottom-up research, we recommend watching Danny Warshay’s “Bottom Research” lecture
here.
Why have existing products and/or services been unable to
address this need?
What is the customer/market problem your venture seeks to
address? Clearly state and show an unmet (and researched)
need.
There is a legacy of black artists, writers and
thinkers that have been pressed out of collective
consciousness.
Our observations and experience as both students and educators have made the exclusion
and invalidation of artists of color apparent.
Our students give us insight into the condition
of broader society. I’m a literary arts instructor at Brown and assigned Audre Lorde, James
Baldwin and Toni Morrison—renown and established authors—to my students, who had never
been introduced to their work. Why? The Western literary canon is completely white, majority
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heterosexual, cis male and neglectful of black
literature. The black literary tradition is relatively
undetected in the absence of an Africana Studies
class. Unawareness of its existence is mistaken
for its nonexistence and establish an environment
where a student may believe the work of writers
of color is less valuable. The Selective Attention
Test speaks this directly to this effect. Moreover,
interested students—Bobby Joe and I included—
are forced to self-educate.
As art and design equipment has become more
accessible—cameras, film editing software, online
literary platforms, illustration tools, etc.—the art
world has opened up to people that have historically been excluded because of race and class.
As a result, we are experiencing a surge in interest of art in popular culture. Simultaneously, we
are experiencing a demand for representation.
There is a deficit, however, in the information and
resources available for and about black people in
art. What exists is confined to academia, inaccessible to a number of people because of language
and painfully low black student enrollment; and
institutions, including museums that generally
neglect the African diaspora.
They’ve done some work to make improvements,
like establishing diversity initiatives or programs
and spaces exclusively for marginalized authors
and artists. However, the artist and artwork still
risk being “other-ed.” The work is expected to
address race; or selected intentionally to address
race; or considered illegitimate if isn’t obviously
doing so. In addition, our colleagues of color are
having trouble having their work accepted to
current literary, design and art journals. They are
being rejected by historically white publications
and rejected by a number of publications specific to artists of color, that are only interested in
the work if it is about race. Non-artists of color
interested in design and literary dialogue are
excluded, too; do not see themselves represented;
or have no access to the existing conversation.
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Proposed solution to the problem.

Have you accepted any outside funding?

Describe the working hypothesis of how your solution will
address this need.

What are the primary obstacles and risks the venture faces
at this stage of development?

What have you done so far to test or validate that your solution might work? Many B-Lab applicant ventures have not
yet produced a prototype, but if you have please describe it
here.

We have not formally created a company or
accepted any outside funding. The primary obstacle and risk the venture faces at this stage is
having to prove market viability. In order to prove
market viability, we’ll need to test the product in
the market. We need funding for the production
of prototypes.

Our venture, AFRO— (AFRO DASH) is an attempt
converge research, black literature, art and
design into an accessible and artisanal quarterly
publication. We want to create a resource that
appreciates artists of color; represents them as
multidimensional; legitimizes the work; satisfies
our intellectual curiosity; and establishes a thread
through the African diaspora.
The Maryland Institute College of Art (MICA)
hosts a venture competition where students compete to win a portion of $100,000 in start-up
funding. We delivered a two-minute pitch, submitted a business plan and displayed a prototype
of AFRO—. The prototype is a 100-page, 9.5 in
x 13 in Japanese stitch bound book. The prototype took Bobby Joe several months to research
and about one month to conceptualize, design
and produce. The school and greater Baltimore
community were represented in the audience.
The response exceeded our expectations. Several attendees were interested in purchasing
the book. A number of artists asked how they
might get involved with the project—including
competitors pitching their own ideas at the competition. AFRO— came close to making the final
round. The concept and prototype were generally
well received and the response from our target
market, college-educated millennials and art professionals of color, was the most positive.
Venture development stage
Have you formally created a company?
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Venture Team Qualifications

distribution logistics, i.e. production costs, printers
and marketing strategy. We are hoping to develop
informed answers in the B-Lab. Additionally, there
are large disparities in income between the global
communities we’d like to serve. We’ll we need to
consider how to sell our product in countries with
weaker exchange rates relative to the dollar. We
have no concerns about fulfilling the commitments of the B-Lab.
Is there anything else about your venture or your team that
is important for us to know?
Thank you for considering our application.

We are a team of black artists and scholars, representative of our target market. I am an MFA
candidate in literary arts and have developed an
understanding of language that makes me a capable editor with the ability to disrupt, challenge and
redesign the way we experience information. My
scholarship in African and African American studies with regard to literature and contemporary
art make me a qualified researcher and educator.
Bobby Joe is an MFA candidate in graphic design
whose aesthetic sensibility and spatial intelligence
make him an adept designer. His years of experience in advertising and UX design speak to his
capacity for visual storytelling and translating.
This is our first time working together.
C) B-Lab’s Potential Impact on Your Venture (1 page)
Why do you and your team want to be a part of B-Lab?
Based on the descriptions of B-Lab, what specifically about
the program is a good fit for what you are trying to achieve?
What are the key goals and questions that you need to
figure out for your venture during B-Lab?
At the MICA venture competition, the questions
we received from the judges were around proving
market viability and researching production and
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
RISD Global Studies Scholarship 2018
Statement of Purpose
Status: Accepted
Statement of Purpose
Please describe why this scholarship would benefit you
both personally and on academic level (max 150 words).
I've never studied abroad. As an undergrad, I felt
I missed out on a transformational experience
because I could not afford to study in another
country. Since I've begun to study graphic design
and have made friends from around the world, I
have dreamt of the places this field could take me
geographically and what I could learn from those
places. Each country, culture, city, and neighborhood has its own visual aesthetic. How might
living in those environments, soaking up the
good, the bad, and the mundane shape my understanding of what design is and could be?
I am interested in the RISD in ROME: Artistic
Practice in Public Space for two reasons. First, to
answer the question—how can I develop a process for exploring a new space and translating
and communicating that experience through a
creative work? Second, I have started a publication called Kitchen with a literary arts grad from
Brown that weaves together narratives from the
African Diaspora. Connecting with Black migrant
communities in Rome through this guided artistic
experience would be an incredible opportunity to
practice the investigative, documentary, and creative design skills I will need to bring my vision
for Kitchen to life.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
RISD Global Summer Graduate Teaching
Assistantship Application 2019
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted
Dear Professor Brinkerhoff,

If you have questions, please do not hesitate to
ask. Thank you for your consideration!
Best,
Bobby Joe Smith III
RISD Graphic Design MFA Candidate
Class of 2020

LETTER OF INTEREST

I am writing to express my interest in working for
you as a graduate teaching assistant this summer
in your RISD in Rome course: Illustrating Dante’s
Inferno. I thoroughly enjoyed my time in Rome
last summer as a student in Paul Soulellis’ Artistic
Practice in Public Space course; I remember you
stopping by the Cenci to see our final exhibition.
My experience in Rome has significantly influenced my design practice, and I would love to
help other students have an equally transformative experience.

Write your letter of interest for consideration from multiple
institutions. Sample outline:
1. Introduction: your name, relevant introductory information such as education and any other significant facts.
2. Statement about research/practice: this should be a
one paragraph artist's statement.
3. Teaching statement/philosophy: include information
about courses you can teach, including those that might
not be obvious (e.g. you are a painter but you could
teach darkroom photography).
4. One paragraph explaining: "how your teaching and practice will contribute to the diversity of the curriculum at
AICAD schools." This may be a personal statement, or
related to your work/practice, or a combination.

While I have not formally studied illustration, I
believe other aspects of my background would
prove useful for the position. For starters, my
familiarity with Rome and the RISD Global program will be helpful in safely guiding students
before, during, and after the course. Second, I
have worked multiple years as an adjunct professor in design at RISD and as a TA at both RISD
and MICA. This professional experience as a
teacher and as an assistant in an academic setting has honed my ability to critically examine
and discuss concepts of visual communication
and process with students. Third, my background
as a photographer, web developer, and graphic
designer could help in documenting the course
and developing support materials for the students. Last, but not least, I studied portions of the
Divine Comedy as an undergraduate Philosophy
and Political Science major at Middlebury College. It is a captivating, multi-dimensional literary
work and I would be interested to see what your
students could do with it.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
AICAD Fellowship Application 2020
Letter of Interest
Status: Accepted (Deferred to 2021 due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic)

My name is Bobby Joe Smith III and I am
delighted to be applying to the Association of
Independent Colleges of Art and Design (AICAD)
Post Graduate Teaching Fellowship.
I have spent my whole life in movements centered around social justice and decolonization.
I was a part of these movements before I had
a pedagogy, professional practice, theoretical
framework, or even the language to contextualize and intellectualize them. My father, a young
Black and Native man growing up in Oakland in
the height of the crack epidemic in the ’80s, was
killed before I was born. My mother, a Lakota
woman, was forced to raise me on her own. After
my father’s death, she moved back to Minnesota
to help found and teach at Four Winds Elementary, a magnet school for Native students started
as a project of the American Indian Movement.
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Countering the typical American school framework, Four Winds was dedicated to culture and
language revitalization, and to serving the needs
of a community struggling through the dual
threat of prejudice and poverty. This is the context in which I grew up—in a school raised by a
hardworking mother, surrounded by indigenous
folks trying to build community in a city that
violently discriminated against us. Early on, the
classroom was positioned as a site for community
empowerment and decolonial action.
My own design education began during the height
of the NoDAPL movement in Standing Rock,
North Dakota—the site of my family and tribe’s
reservation. While learning about the merits of
kerning and design research, I was organizing
back home and in Washington DC to protect
the land and the water my tribe has depended
upon for millennia. It may come as no surprise,
then, that my design practice is rooted in issues
concerning Black and Indigenous identity, social
justice, decolonization, and Lakota language and
culture revitalization. Often, that involves graphic
design, performance, computation, physical computing, and image-making through photography
and film. I have made a new frontline of every
creative prompt in an ongoing struggle for liberation and non-erasure. From the very beginning
I had to take seriously the question of whether
design can decolonize.
My answer has been a determined and defiant
yes. Art and design have the power to shape our
ontological worldview. They activate our senses,
coloring our perception, which in turn becomes
the lens through which we understand and shape
our environment, our institutions, our actions,
and our relationships. There is a symbiotic relationship between our beliefs, our actions, our
environment, and our tools in the sense that
they all impact and shape each other. Art and
design can bring projects for decolonization and
social justice into these spaces. To do this work
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effectively, methodologies must be developed,
critiqued, and adapted with the communities in
which the practice is centered. Colonization is
not a singular event; it is an ongoing process that
permeates across nearly every aspects of our
society. Our response to it should be as rich and
varied. This is where the thinking, process, and
empowerment of a creative practice becomes
particularly essential. Art and design—particularly
collaborative or interdisciplinary practices—are
uniquely suited to operating in these spaces of
change, complexity, and uncertainty.

skills. I was taught not only the artistry behind
software engineering, but also the importance
of digital agency in our communities and social
movements. I completed the fellowship with the
belief that the next technological revolution will
occur once communities that have been left out
of tech begin building their own software and
hardware tools.

My thesis has sought to identify art and design
practices to address past, present, and future
issues caused by settler colonialism in Black and
Native communities. Design research, archives,
urgent design, speculative design, ethno-futurism,
and participatory design are amongst some of the
areas I have been investigating to address issues
ranging from culture and language revitalization,
intergenerational trauma, ecological degradation,
and black and indigenous futurities. The most
promising work exists in the wild unmapped
lands between these conceptual spaces. I have
used these shifting categories as vectors for
engagement in my creative practice, and I envision a teaching practice that brings them into the
classroom as well. There are a handful of talented
artists and designers I have seen integrate their
practice in these areas into formal and informal
educational spaces. I would like to contribute to
this wave of makers reimagining the design canon
to empower a new generation of makers.

This is a belief I hold strongly with artists and
designers as well. I have seen in my classroom
what art and design students can do with just a
few pieces of information—things I have never
seen before on the web. There is a real thirst
amongst artists and designers to learn programming, not just so that they can get a job, but so
that they can create their own spaces, processes,
and tools in digital mediums. We want digital
agency. My classes usually have a wide range of
students from different disciplines and programming experiences. I am able to accomodate this
range by focusing on the core concepts and fundamentals behind web design and development,
while encouraging exploration with the internet
and computation as a material. It is always my
goal to teach students to design for what they
think the internet should be rather than what it
is. I am most excited by projects that push the
substrate in new ways that make sense for their
practice, whether it is in sculpture, creative writing, textiles, or graphic design. The moments
when I become a fellow peer learning and
investigating alongside someone with a unique
perspective are some of the most rewarding.

Over the past four years of my design education, I have had the opportunity to teach design
courses both as a teaching assistant and lead
instructor. One of my favorite courses to teach
has been web design and web development. My
own background in computer programming
began as an inaugural fellow at Code For Progress, an organization run by queer women of
color to empower social justice activists with tech

Teaching in this way forces me to be strategic,
organized, flexible, and humble. It is a state of
constant iteration, curiosity, and community
building. I want students to know why they are
doing something, not just how. This is one area
I have seen art and design schools fall short in
teaching a computational medium; the curriculum
tends to be too superficial, satisfied with teaching
a few trendy tricks that only allow people to work
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ON the web rather than create work that only
could exist IN the medium. This type of making
can only happen with a deeper understanding of
the infrastructure behind the internet, and with
conceptual frameworks to critically examine the
work they are making in a fine arts and social
context.
I do not see an art and design education as a privileged hoop to jump through on one’s way to a
career. I want students to grapple with the question “what should design be?” and then provide
them with the community, skillset, and resources
to plant a flag in the ground and hold that space.
This is particularly important for students from
marginalized communities because we have the
additional task of making space for our needs,
dreams, and desires in the profession. An art and
design education at any level is an opportunity
to break new ground not only for one’s practice,
but for the entire field. This is the mentality I
have adopted in my own thesis research as well
as the courses I have taught. I am just beginning
to scratch the surface of what my teaching practice could be and it is my hope that I can find a
creative community that can help me take my
practice beyond what I think is possible.
I am honored to have been nominated to pursue
the unique opportunity the AICAD fellowship
provides. Thank you for your time, consideration,
and involvement in this program.
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From an early age, the classroom has been positioned as a site for community empowerment and
decolonial action. My mother, a Lakota woman
and gifted educator, moved to Minnesota after
my father’s death to work as a teacher and curriculum coordinator at Four Winds Elementary—a
magnet school for Native students started as a
project of the American Indian Movement. Countering the typical American school framework,
Four Winds was dedicated to building a healthy
learning environment for Native students, to
culture and language revitalization, and to serving the needs of Lakota, Dakota, and Annishinabe
communities struggling against the dual threat of
prejudice and poverty. Not only did I attend Four
Winds in elementary school, I was raised there,

It is rare to see a world class academic institution focus its energy on the decolonization of
its curriculum and diversification of its learning
community. Most programs for diversity and
inclusion within institutions are as marginalized
and undersupported as the applicants they claim
to seek. While I am sure the realities of carrying
out a mandate to decolonize an institution are
complex, challenging, and not always positive, it
is worth appreciating that such a mandate exists.
What is happening at OCAD is significant, exciting, and long overdue. For example, this is the
only application I have ever come across that
asks how my lived experience demonstrates a
deep commitment to the diverse, intersectional
make up of Black communities, or how my design
practice speaks to Black futurities, as opposed
to pain narratives packaged for white audiences.
At least the right questions are being asked,
non-rhetorically, and that excites me.

Who you do this work with and for also matters to
me. It matters that OCAD is doing a cluster hire
of Black professors, as it had Indigenous faculty.
Instead of being the only Black or Indigenous
person in room, as I experienced throughout my
graduate design education, I would be part of a
community of Black and Indigenous folks holding
space to (re)define what it means to do decolonial
work in an academic institution, in design as a
discipline, and in the modern era. It matters that
bridges are being built at OCAD to bring in Black
and Indigenous communities at all levels of the
academy, and that there are resources available
to support their unique needs once they arrive. It
matters that Dr. Tunstall is the Dean of the Faculty of Design, as her leadership, her work, and
her voice have been felt well beyond the walls of
OCAD, her leadership is setting the bar for what
it means to do this work for institutions around
the world. Even from the United States, situated
within a prestigious art and design institution that
rarely feels the need to look beyond its walls for
guidance and inspiration, I have heard about the
disruptive changes OCAD has been implementing. This gives me hope in what is happening at
OCAD, because decolonial work is inherently
disruptive. Our institutions need to be disrupted.
Art and Design need to be disrupted. Our relationships to the environment and each other
need to be disrupted. The communities that have
been marginalized, oppressed, colonized, and
discriminated against are the only ones that can
realize this paradigm shift, because they/we are
the ones for whom these systems and institutions
are either not working or are designed to work
against. My practice stems from my belief in and
appreciation of the creative and revolutionary
potential of my communities. Similarly, I have
chosen to approach the advancement of decolonial movements through pedagogy and design
because I believe the classroom and creative
disciplines have the potential to be powerful sites
for decolonial action. I see OCAD as one of the
few places I could act upon these beliefs, while
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Bobby Joe Smith III
ONTARIO COLLEGE OF ART AND DESIGN
Design Faculty Application 2020
Status: Not Submitted (Hiring Freeze due
to the Covid-19 Pandemic)
Statement of Interest
Dear Members of the Search Committee,
My name is Bobby Joe Smith III and I am writing to apply to the Ontario College of Art and
Design’s Faculty of Design position.
I am applying to OCAD because I have always
been encouraged to pursue a calling over a
career. For as long as I can remember, I have
been engaged in movements striving for social
justice and decolonization. This way of life
has been instilled in me before I had a design
practice, pedagogy, or even the vocabulary
with which to frame the movements of which
I was a part. Decolonization and liberation are
multi-generational endeavors, and as a Black
and Indigenous person born in the United States
under a settler colonial regime, I have inherited
that tradition of resistance.

surrounded by indigenous folks trying to build
community in a city that violently discriminated
against us. Unfortunately, colonization is not a
singular event. Misguided and poorly executed
education policy under the Bush administration,
ironically titled “No Child Left Behind,” eventually
dismantled everything my mother and so many
others built over two decades. Policy, brokered
and cobelled together a thousand miles away
by “representatives” who never took our needs,
desires, or existence into consideration, shutdown
one of the few spaces in the city my people and
my culture could exist. Witnessing the settler
state close Four Winds made me aware of the
limits of indigenous sovereignty under colonialism and how fragile and precious projects for
decolonial action can be. Outliving the pain of
such a loss, however, has been my admiration for
the educators, students, and community members
that dared to hold a space for Native people to
learn and grow in our own way. It is this spirit
of defiance, love, and community that guide my
practice.

nurturing my own professional research, teaching, and design practice.
My interest in joining OCAD as a faculty member
in the field of design is to be a part of a community that is leading what it means to decolonize
an art and design institution. Asking the right
questions, addressing the colonial foundations
of the design canon, and investing heavily in the
recruitment and support of Black and Indigenous
faculty and students are important first steps.
But, these steps alone do not deliver us to the
destination of decolonization. There are many
more steps to be taken, of unknown quantity and
direction, and I want to take those next steps with
people who embrace that uncertainty and from it
create something original and compelling. Figuring out how to make an institution of the settler
state be a tool of the colonized, oppressed, and
marginalized is an endeavor that is inherently
disruptive and unsettling. As a Black and Indigenous person, I see that as a good thing. And, I
believe while we are at it, we should shake up not
only what a graphic design practice looks like, but
also for whom it operates and towards what ends.
This is a huge undertaking and an even greater
responsibility that would be difficult to pursue
without the commitment of the faculty, administration, student body, and communities that have
been engaged in decolonial projects for generations. I want to help make OCAD that place.
Artist Statement
I received my post-baccalaureate degree in
Graphic Design from the Maryland Institute
College of Art (MICA), and will graduate this May
with a Masters of Fine Arts in Graphic Design
from the Rhode Island School of Design (RISD).
My graduate thesis articulates a Design methodology built towards the decolonization of Native
American and African American communities in
the United States through projects that seek to
address past, present, and future issues caused
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by Settler Colonialism. As a Black and Indigenous
(Húŋkpapȟa and Óhenuŋpa Lakota) designer
developing a critical teaching practice as an
integral facet of my overarching design practice,
I am looking for a community in which to fully
engage in the difficult work of social justice and
decolonization.
My design education began during the height of
the Black Lives Matter and NoDAPL movements.
My design education began during the height of
the NoDAPL movement in Standing Rock, North
Dakota—the site of my family and tribe’s reservation—and the Black Lives Matter movement in
Minneapolis and Baltimore following the extrajudicial police killing of Philando Castille and
Freddie Gray. While learning about the merits
of baseline grids and letter spacing, I was organizing and volunteering my time to protect the
water my tribe has depended upon for millennia and the sanctity of life of Black and Brown
people. It may come as no surprise, then, that
my design practice is rooted in issues concerning Black and Indigenous identity, social justice,
decolonization, and Lakota language and culture
revitalization. Often, that involves graphic design,
performance, computation, physical computing,
and image-making through photography and film.
I have made a new frontline of every creative
prompt in an ongoing struggle for liberation
and non-erasure. From the very beginning, I had
to assess the relevance of design in movements
for liberation and decolonization. Could design
decolonize? I needed to know.
My answer has been a determined and defiant
yes. Art and design have the power to shape our
ontological worldview through the activation of
our senses. Our senses inform our perception,
which in turn becomes the lens through which
we understand and shape our environment, our
institutions, our actions, and our relationships.
There is a symbiotic relationship between our
beliefs, our actions, our environment, and our
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tools in the sense that they all impact and shape
each other. Art and design can operate on all
of these levels—belief, action, environment, and
tool—and therefore serve as a vehicle to advance
projects for decolonization and social justice.
To do this work effectively, methodologies must
be developed, critiqued, and adapted with the
communities in which the practice is centered.
Colonization is not a singular event; it is an
ongoing process that permeates across nearly
every aspect of our society. Our responses to it
should be as rich and varied. This is where the
thinking, process, and empowerment of a creative practice becomes particularly essential.
Art and design—particularly collaborative or
interdisciplinary practices—are uniquely suited to
operating in these spaces of change, complexity,
and uncertainty.
My thesis has sought to identify art and design
practices to address past, present, and future
issues caused by settler colonialism in Black and
Native communities. Design research, archives,
urgent design, speculative design, ethno-futurism, and participatory design are amongst some
of the areas I have been investigating to address
issues ranging from culture and language revitalization, intergenerational trauma, ecological
degradation, and black and indigenous futurities. The most promising work exists in the
wild unmapped lands between these conceptual
spaces. I have used these shifting categories as
vectors for engagement in my creative practice,
and I envision a teaching practice that brings
them into the classroom as well. There are a
handful of talented artists and designers I have
seen integrate their practice in these areas into
formal and informal educational spaces. I would
like to contribute to this wave of makers and educators reimagining the design canon to empower
a new generation of creatives.
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Statement of Teaching Philosophy
Over the past four years of my design education, I have had the opportunity to teach graphic
design courses both as a teaching assistant and
as an adjunct professor. One of my favorite subjects to teach has been in web design and web
development. My own background in computer
programming began as an inaugural fellow at
Code For Progress, an organization run by queer
women of color to empower social justice activists with tech skills. I was taught not only the
artistry behind software engineering, but also the
importance of digital agency in our communities
and social movements. I completed the fellowship
with the belief that the next technological revolution will occur once communities that have been
left out of tech begin building their own software
and hardware tools.
This is a belief I hold strongly with artists and
designers as well. I have seen in my classroom
what art and design students can do with just a few
pieces of information—things I have never seen
before on the web. There is a real thirst amongst
artists and designers to learn programming, not
just so that they can get a job, but so that they can
create their own spaces, processes, and tools in
digital mediums. We want digital agency. My classes
usually have a wide range of students from different disciplines and programming experiences.
I am able to accomodate this range by focusing
on the core concepts and fundamentals behind
web design and development, while encouraging
exploration with the internet and computation as
a material. It is always my goal to teach students to
design for what they think the internet should be
rather than what it is. I am most excited by projects that push the substrate in new ways that make
sense for their practice, whether it is in sculpture,
creative writing, textiles, or graphic design. The
moments when I become a fellow peer learning
and investigating alongside someone with a unique
perspective are some of the most rewarding.
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Teaching in this way forces me to be strategic,
organized, flexible, and humble. It is a state of
constant iteration, curiosity, and community
building. I want students to know why they are
doing something, not just how. This is one area
I have seen art and design schools fall short in
teaching a computational medium; the curriculum tends to be too superficial, satisfied with
teaching a few trendy tricks that only allow
people to work ON the web rather than create
work that only could exist IN the medium. This
type of making can only happen with a deeper
understanding of the infrastructure behind the
internet, and with conceptual frameworks to critically examine the work they are making in a fine
arts and social context.
I do not see an art and design education as a privileged hoop to jump through on one’s way to a
career. I want students to grapple with the question “what should design be?” and then provide
them with the community, skillset, and resources
to plant a flag in the ground and hold that space.
This is particularly important for students from
marginalized communities because we have the
additional task of making space for our needs,
dreams, and desires in the profession. An art and
design education at any level is an opportunity
to break new ground not only for one’s practice,
but for the entire field. This is the mentality I
have adopted in my own thesis research as well
as the courses I have taught. I am just beginning
to scratch the surface of what my teaching practice could be and it is my hope that I can find a
creative community that can help me take my
practice beyond what I think is possible.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Masters of Science in Art, Culture and
Technology (SMACT) 2020
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted
I have spent my whole life in movements working
on issues related to social justice, decolonization,
and language and culture revitalization. Since
before I had a pedagogy, professional practice,
theoretical framework, or even the language to
contextualize and intellectualize those movements, I was a part of them. My father, a young
Black and Native man growing up in Oakland in
the height of the crack epidemic in the ’80s, was
killed before I was born. My mother, a Lakota
woman, was forced to raise me on her own. After
my father’s death, she moved back to Minnesota
to help found and teach at Four Winds Elementary, a Native American magnet school started
as a project of the American Indian Movement.
Countering the typical American school framework, Four Winds was dedicated to culture and
language revitalization and to serving the needs
of a community struggling through the dual
threat of prejudice and poverty. This is the context in which I grew up—in a school raised by
a hardworking mother, disconnected from my
father and my black heritage, and surrounded by
indigenous folks trying to build community in a
city that violently discriminated against us.

the antiquated tactics I saw being taught and
deployed in social justice movements in my
own communities. They may have had success
in the past, but were they still effective today?
What needed to adapt to address the constantly
evolving systems of oppression? I did not realize
it at the time, but art and design—particularly
collaborative or interdisciplinary practices—are
particularly well-suited to operating in these
spaces of change and uncertainty.
It is not surprising, then, that my design practice
is grounded in issues related to social justice,
decolonization, language and culture revitalization, and identity. This focus in my creative
practice has been a natural extension of my life
experiences as an African American and Native
American person living in the United States.
Colonialism does not stand still, nor should
our response to it. To do this work effectively,
methodologies must be developed, critiqued,
and adapted with the communities in which the
practice is centered. Design that is in service of
movements for social justice and decolonization
must be engaged with rigor.

To help meet the needs of Black/Native communities, I initially began to move towards Federal
Indian Law and Public Policy. While I could have
made a comfortable life for myself as a lawyer
or policy analyst, the cost of expending my life
force advocating for equitable treatment in a
system designed for my erasure and subjugation felt too high. When the US legal framework
was built for inertia, why rely on and wait for
the US government at all? Moreover, working
in public policy made me re-evaluate some of

Though in the process of completion, my thesis at
RISD is an endeavor that has been a deep source
of pride for me. I have a seemingly unanswerable
question and a conviction to see where it leads:
What do art, design, and technology need to be to
advance the projects of decolonization and social
justice? Inherent in this question is the belief that
art, design, and technology have an integral role
to play in the movements for decolonization and
social justice, but that role has yet to be properly
defined. It is also a question not to be answered
by one person, and would be difficult to approach
from a static context. If Black and Native communities were to decolonize, who should we be
and how should we be? My thesis is a beginning,
not an end; an inquiry, not an answer. I believe
the MIT’s Art, Culture, and Technology program
can help me expand and apply the methodologies
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I have defined while working on my thesis at RISD.
I was not particularly interested in graphic design
when I first applied to a graphic design program.
I did not have design icons, favorite typefaces,
or professional design aspirations, primarily
because I only became aware of its existence as
a profession a short time prior to my decision to
apply. Nevertheless, I made the choice to pursue
a graphic design education for three reasons:
1) graphic design seemed medium agnostic and
therefore I thought it might be a viable way to
bring together my interests in photography, film,
computer programming, and physical computing;
2) graphic design was not fine art and therefore,
to me, more accessible, placing higher value on
creative problem solving and effective communication than personal expression; and 3) I believe
the challenge of culture and language revitalization in the Lakota community is actually a design
challenge, rather than a challenge wrought by
disinterest or a lack of knowledge—the resources
are there and younger generations like my own
are eager to learn, it just has to be packaged
right. I was accepted into the post-baccalaureate
graphic design program at the Maryland Institute College of Art in Baltimore, and what I had
intended to be a one-year, one-time crash course
into graphic design became a deep, multi-year
investigation into the discipline, a chapter of
which will culminate this spring when I present
my master’s thesis at the Rhode Island School
of Design. I am applying to MIT’s Art, Culture,
and Technology program because after four
years of intensive study, I am still not particularly
interested in graphic design—at least not in the
traditional, commercial sense of the profession.
I greatly value the design education I have
received at MICA and RISD. It has helped me
hone my craft as a designer, pushed me to
develop a critical eye and voice in design, and
provided the space to define what I want out of
a creative practice, which does involve a great
deal of graphic design. However, from the very
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beginning of my experience in the discipline,
I have found myself at odds with the practice
of graphic design both professionally and academically. This experience has only intensified
as I have become more confident in owning
what I need in my creative practice. I care about
research and not just as a vehicle for form
making. I see the need and value in creative
agency and self-expression, particularly when
working through issues related to social injustice
and colonization. Who I design with, how and
where that work is done, and who has access to it
is of utmost importance in my work. Lastly, I do
not want to just design something, or speculate
about it, I want to build it. The professional and
academic format in which I have been engaging in
design thus far has prevented me from doing the
work I believe is necessary for my practice. Commercial design and the two to four week design
prompt does not allow for deep research, creative
agency, responsible community engagement,
and the engineering of long-form projects or
prototypes. The focus of MIT’s ACT program on
transdisciplinary art practices, the development
of critical pedagogy, community engagement,
and emerging technology will help me properly
realize the research and creative practice I have
already begun, and elevate it with the resources,
time, and guidance an elite academic institution
has to offer.
The past four years has helped me define how
I want to use my creative practice to further
projects in social justice, decolonization, and
culture and language revitalization in Black and
Native communities. My practice has largely
revolved around four areas: design research,
urgent design, speculative design/ethno-futurism, and participatory design. When I learned of
MIT’s Art, Culture, and Technology program, I
felt I had found a place where my practice both
belonged and could grow. The next big step for
my creative practice is to work interdisciplinarily on long-form projects to build prototypes
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with and for communities of which I am a part.
Attending MIT’s ACT program will help me
expand my practice in these areas by testing
their boundaries in a transdisciplinary context,
and by accelerating my development as an artist
and creative technologist.

Bobby Joe Smith III
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA LOS ANGELES
Design Media Arts (MFA) 2020
Application Essays
Status: Accepted
ARTIST STATEMENT
Q: Please provide a short statement about your current
work. The statement should be no longer than 500 words.
I can still see the wrinkled faces of the Native
aunties and uncles who looked after me at Four
Winds elementary—the Native American magnet
school my mother taught at on the Northside
of Minneapolis for so many years. Though not
related by blood in a European sense of the term,
they were relatives. I remember looking up at
their faces, stern but kind, as they would remind
me of the importance of learning our language,
stories, and songs before the old ones pass
away, before they pass away. It made me anxious.
Usually, these aunties and uncles were very playful—they loved to tell jokes and laugh. But in these
moments, there was a sense of urgency in their
voice. I wanted so desperately to learn our language, Lakota, and to remember all of the stories
they would share with me at odd moments, all of
those tales about Iktomi, the trickster, or personal
narratives about growing up on the reservation
that ranged from mundane to supernatural. I felt
I was letting them down when I mumbled through
the words to our flag song, or the four directions
song, because the words just would not stick in
my head. How was I supposed to carry on these
traditions when there were no resources to do
so? The task became all but impossible when I
left Four Winds to attend a “better school,” a private, college preparatory school in a safer part of
the city. The odd moments of knowledge transfer
became few and far between.
Those aunties and uncles have all passed away
now, though their faces appear to me often. My
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creative practice is centered in building the
resources and experiences I needed in the world
when I was ten, many of which have carried over
to needs I still have today. I work with the same
sense of urgency, care, hope, and futility as those
elders did creating publications, websites, photos,
videos, and multi-media installations.
My creative practice is rooted in decolonization.
Often, that involves design, performance, computation, and image-making through photo and
video. I have made of every prompt a battlefield;
each stroke laid to canvas a new frontline in this
ongoing struggle for liberation and non-erasure.
I am Black and I am Native. My histories are the
violent permutations of settler colonialism in this
country, from family members fleeing slavery in
Texas and Louisiana, to ancestors fighting General Custer’s Cavalry in the Battle of the Greasy
Grass, to my father’s life being claimed during
the crack epidemic in Oakland in the ’80s, to the
beginning of my design practice during the height
of the NoDAPL movement which took place a
mile from my family and my tribe’s reservation.
My being asks of my work the question can you
use your passion to decolonize? Can art and
design be used in the service of my communities,
rather than to color the walls of white cubes or
enhance products beyond their truth?
Art and design, if there is a need to distinguish
between the two, have the power to shape our
ontological worldview. They utilize our senses to
color our perception, which in turn becomes the
lens through which we understand and shape our
environment, our institutions, our actions, and
our relationships. These are the arenas in which
projects for decolonization and social justice
must take place. Towards that aim, I have sought
in my creative practice to cultivate relationships
and methodologies in the following arenas:
1. design research >>> critical writing;
2. urgent design >>> direct action >>> arte útil;
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3. speculative design >>> ethno-futurism >>> post
human design;
4. emerging technologies >>> physical computing
>>> simulation;
5. communal spaces and structures >>>
innerwork.
They are areas that help me address past >>>
present >>> future issues caused by colonization.
These areas of focus are not immutable categories or siloed fields. In fact, I believe the most
promising work exists in the wild unmapped
lands between these manufactured spaces. Nevertheless, I have used these shifting categories as
vectors for investigation in my creative practice.
The movements towards decolonization and liberation have been ongoing in indigenous spaces
around the world for many generations. I need
not redraw the wheel, but rather draw from the
well of knowledge provided by the groundbreaking work of others. In this sense, my practice is
also about the act of making familiar that which
colonization has alienated to me. The nurturing of
ruptured relationships through research, through
process, through connection is as much a part of
my creative work as any formal of product.
My work is driven by my personal narratives, my
hope for a decolonized future for myself and the
communities I claim, and the conceptual vectors I
have adopted into my creative practice.
FACULTY CHOICE STATEMENT
Q: If addmitted to the program, which faculty member(s)
woud you lke to work with and why? Also indicate any
applicable UCLA initatives and areas of interest from the
following list: UCLA Arts Conditional Studio. Lauryn McCarthy. Areas of interest: Critical Theory, Social Practice,
Media Archaeology, Public Art, Performance. This statement
should be no longer than 250 words. Please describe in
detail your interest in at least two faculty members or areas
of interest.
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I am most interested in working with Lauryn
McCarthy in the Art Software Studio. In the fall
of last year, Lauryn gave a talk to the graphic
design department at the Rhode Island School of
Design. I saw in what she presented hopes for my
own practice, from her storytelling abilities, to the
candor with which she answered student questions, to the way her work lived in the world. I
want to build prototypes that serve as the vehicle
for my conceptual art and social critique. Given
the nature of my creative practice which is centered in projects for decolonization and language
and culture revitalization, two big questions I
have been grappling with is how do I continue to
do my practice professionally, and how do I get
my work back into my communities. The practice
Lauryn has built for herself and the tools she has
built for others, are a major reason I am applying
to this program, as I think she can guide me in
forming the practice I want for the people I want
my practice to serve.
STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
What is the statement of purpose, and what is it
used for?
The statement of purpose is an integral part of your
application for graduate admission and consideration for
merit-based financial support. It is used to understand
your academic interests, and to evaluate your aptitude and
preparation for graduate work, as well as your fit with the
proposed program of study. It is also used to assess your
ability to write coherent and convincing prose.

specified degree program? Describe your area(s) of interest,
including any subfield(s) or interdisciplinary interests.
What experiences have prepared you for advanced study
or research in this degree program? What relevant skills
have you gained from these experiences? Have your experiences led to specific or tangible outcomes that would
support your potential to contribute to this field (examples: performances, publications, presentations, awards or
recognitions)?
What additional information about your past experience
may aid the selection committee in evaluating your preparation and aptitude for graduate study at UCLA? For example,
you may wish to describe research, employment, teaching,
service, artistic or international experiences through which
you have developed skills in leadership, communication,
project management, teamwork, or other areas.
Why is the UCLA graduate program to which you are applying is the best place for you to pursue your academic goals?
If you are applying for a research master’s or doctoral
program, we encourage you to indicate specific research
interests and potential faculty mentors.
What are your plans for your career after earning this
degree?

What is your purpose in applying for graduate study in your

Can design decolonize? Can it really liberate
us from the catastrophic specter of oppression that is the “imperialist, capitalist, white
supremacist hetero-patriarchy?” The answer
I’ve received from designers I trust has been
unequivocally no. Then again, the difficult often
seems impossible until it is accomplished. A
century ago it would have been impossible for
someone like me, someone of Black and/or
Native ancestry to receive an education from
an institution like RISD, until Nancy Prophet
broke down that barrier and fabricated a new
futurity. Through acts of destruction and creation, I am here. Nevertheless, I don’t find this
framework to be useful. The immense humanmade problems that have plagued us since the
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Instructions
Please respond to the following. Your statement can be
up to 500 words in length (approximately 1-page, single
spaced, using 1-inch margins and 12-point font). You do not
need to answer every question; focus on the elements that
you feel are most relevant to your candidacy.

birth of the settler colonial regime have only
increased in scale and complexity—there are no
simple cures for deeply rooted systemic problems. But it is precisely because these issues
are so complex—woven tightly into the fabric
of our society and built directly into the architecture of our institutions—that design is an
indispensable tool, methodology, and approach
in the movements for decolonization and liberation. We need to creatively build new futures
in the face of complexity and uncertainty. There
are no small changes that can wrest us from
the disastrous path we are barreling down. A
new course must be charted and good art and
design can help us create the map. Great art
and design can help us rethink ways of moving
through the world altogether.
The revolution will be designed. Movements for
decolonization and liberation will require acts of
destruction, creation, exploration, organization,
reflection, and healing, actions art and design are
uniquely structured to perform. But, the way we
practice art and design, particularly who we practice it for, need to be decolonized metaphorically
if they are going to serve anything other than the
settler state and a neo-liberal, capitalist agenda.
Design needs to be redesigned. In fact, it needs to
be redefined.
In a few months I will have a graduate thesis and
a master’s in fine arts from a prestigious art institution—the Rhode Island School of Design. It will
be an important professional and personal signifier of the research and work I have conducted
over the past four years in the field of graphic
design. Nevertheless, I am applying to UCLA’s
Design Media Arts graduate program because
I have a vision for my creative practice that I
have not had the time or space to fully realize in
the structure of RISD’s graphic design program.
There is a lot that I love about graphic design. It
is and will continue to be an important part of
my work, as I believe it has an integral role to
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play in movements for decolonization and social
justice, but I have found it limiting as a practice
and undesirable as a profession. The two-tofour-week design prompt has been insufficient to
conduct the type of research, scalable prototyping, collaboration and community engagement
required of the work I want to make and the communities I want to make it for.
When I first pursued graphic design academically,
I did so because it seemed medium agnostic.
Rather than a love for graphic design, I wanted
a way to bring together my various interests in
photography, film, computation, and physical
computing. I also chose graphic design specifically because it was not a fine arts practice.
Graphic design was meant to serve people, and
I wanted to use my creative abilities to serve my
communities. At the time, my understanding of
fine arts was that it was a profession obsessed
with self-expression, confined to galleries that
through various means excluded the communities
I come from. However, my research in graphic
design has not restructured my understanding of
both art and design, it has diminished my interest
in drawing a distinction between the two. All that
is left is a desire to make my way. There are communities I want to work in, issues I want to work
on, and processes and mediums I want to work
with that were impossible to engage in any meaningful way with the constraints of the program.
That’s not to say I didn’t try.
I have admired a lot of the work coming out of
UCLA’s Design Media Arts program. I think the
instruction, critical thinking, and creative community there could help me construct the type
of work I envision making in my professional
practice and help me position the work for the
communities and audiences I want to engage.
My time at RISD has helped me define the practice I want, and frame the questions at the core
of my research, but I have been unable to build
that practice or adequately investigate those
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questions. In the Design Media Arts program, I
believe I will have the structure and environment
to investigate how to use art and design, particularly in the realms of emerging media and
technologies, towards projects for decolonization and social justice.
PERSONAL STATEMENT
What is a Personal Statement and what is it used for?
The Personal Statement is an opportunity for you to provide
additional information that may aid the selection committee
in evaluating your preparation and aptitude for graduate
study at UCLA. It will also be used to consider candidates
for the Cota-Robles and Graduate Opportunity fellowships.
Instructions
Please respond to one or more of the following prompts.
Your statement can be up to 500 words in length (approximately 1-page, single spaced, using 1-inch margins and
12-point font). To be considered for a Cota-Robles or
Graduate Opportunity fellowship, be sure to describe your
contributions to diversity. The University of California Diversity Statement can be found online
Are there educational, personal, cultural, economic, or
social experiences, not described in your Statement of Purpose, that have shaped your academic journey? If so, how?
Have any of these experiences provided unique perspective(s) that you would contribute to your program, field or
profession?
Describe challenge(s) or barriers that you have faced in your
pursuit of higher education. What motivated you to persist,
and how did you overcome them? What is the evidence of
your persistence, progress or success?
How have your life experiences and educational background
informed your understanding of the barriers facing groups
that are underrepresented in higher education?
How have you been actively engaged (e.g., through
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participation, employment, service, teaching or other
activities) in programs or activities focused on increasing
participation by groups that have been historically underrepresented in higher education?
How do you intend to engage in scholarly discourse,
research, teaching, creative efforts, and/or community
engagement during your graduate program that have the
potential to advance diversity and equal opportunity in
higher education?
How do you see yourself contributing to diversity in your
profession after you earn your advanced degree at UCLA?
I have spent my whole life in movements working
on issues related to social justice, decolonization,
and language and culture revitalization. Since
before I had a pedagogy, professional practice,
theoretical framework, or even the language to
contextualize and intellectualize those movements, I was a part of them. My father, a young
Black and Native man growing up in Oakland in
the height of the crack epidemic in the ’80s, was
killed before I was born. My mother, a Lakota
woman, was forced to raise me on her own. After
my father’s death, she moved back to Minnesota
to help found and teach at Four Winds Elementary, a Native American magnet school started
as a project of the American Indian Movement.
Countering the typical American school framework, Four Winds was dedicated to culture
and language revitalization and to serving the
needs of a community struggling through the
dual-threat of prejudice and poverty. This is the
context in which I grew up—in a school raised
by a hardworking mother, disconnected from my
father and my black heritage, and surrounded by
indigenous folks trying to build community in a
city that violently discriminated against us.
To help meet the needs of Black/Native communities, I initially began to move towards Federal
Indian Law and Public Policy. While I could have
made a comfortable life for myself as a lawyer or
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policy analyst, the cost of expending my life force
advocating for equitable treatment in a system
designed for my erasure and subjugation felt too
high. When the US legal framework was built for
inertia, why rely on and wait for the US government at all? Moreover, working in public policy
made me re-evaluate some of the antiquated tactics
I saw being taught and deployed in social justice
movements in my own communities. They may
have had success in the past, but were they still
effective today? What needed to adapt to address
the constantly evolving systems of oppression? I
did not realize it at the time, but art and design—
particularly collaborative or interdisciplinary
practices—are particularly well-suited to operating
in these spaces of change and uncertainty.

in design thus far has prevented me from doing
the work I believe is necessary for my practice.
Commercial design and the two-to-four-week
design prompt do not allow for deep research,
creative agency, responsible community engagement, and the engineering of long-form projects
or prototypes. The focus of UCLA’s Design Media
Arts program on transdisciplinary art practices,
the development of critical pedagogy, community
engagement, and emerging technology will help
me properly realize the research and creative
practice I have already begun, and elevate it with
the resources, time, and guidance an elite academic institution has to offer.

It is not surprising, then, that my design practice
is grounded in issues related to social justice,
decolonization, language and culture revitalization, and identity. This focus in my creative
practice has been a natural extension of my life
experiences as an African American and Native
American person living in the United States.
Colonialism does not stand still, nor should
our response to it. To do this work effectively,
methodologies must be developed, critiqued,
and adapted with the communities in which the
practice is centered. Design that is in service of
movements for social justice and decolonization
must be engaged with rigor.
I have become more confident in owning what
I need in my creative practice. I care about
research and not just as a vehicle for form-making. I see the need and value in creative agency
and self-expression, particularly when working
through issues related to social injustice and
colonization. Who I design with, how and where
that work is done, and who has access to it is
of utmost importance in my work. Lastly, I do
not want to just design something, or speculate
about it, I want to build it. The professional and
academic format in which I have been engaging
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Bobby Joe Smith III
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
MIT Media Lab (MAS) 2020
Poetic Justice Research Group
Status: Accepted
What is 'Poetic Justice' to you?
In the context of the Poetic Justice research
group, I am defining “poetic” as any form of
artistic or creative expression, not just literary.
“Justice” is a bit harder to define, as it means so
many things to so many people. I am currently
aligned with Eve Tuck and Wayne Yang’s definition of justice as described in their article “What
Justice Wants.” Tuck and Yang frame justice from
a Black and Indigenous lens as a remembering
of past wrongs that hold people accountable,
refuses erasure and dismissal, and reasserts the
rights and dignity of those harmed. It also is a
statement of desire, as actual justice is impossible without a revolution of a size and nature
that could dismantle the racist, imperialist, hetero-patriarchy. Poetic Justice would, therefore,
use creative practices in revolutionary ways to
further movements for decolonization and social
justice.
Why do you want to work towards this Poetic Justice with us?
I believe in the transformative power of radical
creativity. I want to use my creative practice to
further social justice and decolonial projects. I
see the Poetic Justice research group as a way to
align my practice with my beliefs with a diverse
group of talented individuals that are invested in
similar causes.
How could your educational, professional, and personal
experiences work towards this Poetic Justice?
I have spent most of my life in movements for social
justice and decolonization. Those experiences have
shaped how I collaborate with communities, and
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serve as reminders of the significance and urgency
behind the causes we are working on. This is particularly valuable when engaging in these movements
from an institutional context like a college or university. When I chose to pursue a career in graphic
design, I intentionally sought a master’s program
that would allow me to formulate my own definition of design that could incorporate the needs
and desires of the movements and communities I
come from.
Who are at least 3 of your favorite creatives or technologists
and why?
Adrien Piper—I admire how Adrian Piper merges
her philosophical research with her artistic practice to the point where both are used to expound
upon the other.
Dread Scott—The way Dread Scott’s artwork
engages its viewers, forcing them to make
difficult decisions that last beyond the experience of the artwork, is what makes his work
revolutionary.
Mindy Seu—Similar to Adrien Piper, Mindy Seu’s
work blurs the line between research and design.
Neither category is given preference and both
are used to advance the other.
Lauren McCarthy—Lauren McCarthy’s work is
an excellent example of speculative design. The
viewer is unsure whether or not the prototypes she
builds are real or not, and therefore forced to contend with the gravity of the situation they present.
Basquiat — Before I had an interest in art or
design, Basquiat’s work connected with me. It
still does today. I did not have to be part of an
art conversation for it to mean something to me,
yet it continues to have relevance and meaning
to me the more I learn about art history and
contemporary issues in art and design.
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What are at least 3 of your favorite mediums or technologies
(including tools and processes) and why?
RISO printer — Combines the gritty analog print
quality of a screen print with technological interface of a xerox machine. It’s technical, but not
overly technical. It’s an excellent intermediary
between an office printer and a more complex
offset printing process. Because of this, experimentation can be very rewarding, and perfection
is a secondary concern.
Microcontroller—Computation is more interesting to me when experienced physically. As soon
as I started to learn computer programming,
I was introduced to Arduino and raspberry pi
microcontrollers. Microcontrollers expanded
the field of what software development could
accomplish, but also made me interested in the
hardware as well.
Textiles/Digital Embroidery Machine—There are
a lot of really interesting innovations happening
in textile production, yet it is a field old enough
and universally pervasive enough to have deep
roots in my own Black and Indigenous cultures.
Textiles and embroidery have been a way for me
to merge the past with the present and create
artwork that is as useful as it is symbolic.
What are at least 3 of your favorite community groups, organizations/foundations and why?
Afrotectopia—Founded by Ari Melenciano,
Afrotectopia is a “social institution fostering
interdisciplinary innovation at the intersections
of art, design, tech, Black culture and activism.”
I appreciate the work that Ari and the rest of
the volunteers are doing not only because of
its accessibility, but also because of the subject
matter. The way they are approaching building
tech skills in Black communities is how I wish I
was introduced to computation and tech.
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BYP100—Black youth movement with a Black,
Queer, Feminist lens. I have had the pleasure
of knowing quite a few activists and community
organizers coming out of BYP100 and they are
always on point with their politics and the way
that they build power in Black communities.
NPR—I listen to them every morning and appreciate both the quality and integrity of their
reporting as well as the range of their programming. I often play NPR’s Tiny Desk Concerts
while I work.
What are at least 3 of your favorite projects from creatives,
technologists, community groups, organizations and why?
Homecoming by Beyoncé—Beyoncé’s ability to
bring the best out of the artists she collaborates
with deserves deep study and consideration. The
work she produces with others can be engaged
at many different levels. Most of all, she fuels my
black pride and makes me want to work hard at
my craft to inspire people as she has inspired me.
Black Gooey Universe by American Artist—
I like all of American Artist’s work. Black Gooey
Universe is rich conceptually, but also visually
compelling.
The Future is Calling by Ben Caldwell—I consider
Ben Caldwell’s work in Leimert Park the standard
to ethnofuturist work, not only because of the
quality of the work, but because it is embedded
in the communities whose future it is envisioning. The project is open source, recycles unused
technology, transmedia, and creates new forms of
civic engagement.
What are at least 3 of your favorite projects from Ekene
Ijeoma/Poetic Justice Group and why?
Heartfelt—I appreciate the experiential design of
the work and the use of physical computing.
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Deconstructed Anthems—A visceral, symbolic,
and conceptually effective use of data.
The Green Book Project—The prospect of
working with communities and repurposing/
reimagining the Negro Motorist Green Book for
modern purposes.
What other MIT Media Lab groups are you interested in?
Space Enabled
What are 3 or more challenges you see within your roles
and/or these projects at-large and how would you overcome them?
Engaging with communities from the context
of an institution—MIT. I’m not sure what type
of trust people from marginalized communities
have with MIT. I would look to previous projects
coming out of MIT in an attempt to draw upon
the lessons they have learned in developing
healthy, non-exploitative relationships with people
outside of the institution.
Limited time frame—creating meaningful interventions and relationships with communities
often requires commitments that extend beyond
the length of academic intervals (semester, school
year, grants, 2-year degrees). I would place a lot
of emphasis on tailoring the scope of the project
so that it can be implemented responsibly.
Stereotype threat/imposter syndrome—Being a
person of color in an institution like MIT could
be daunting. I want to grow and excel, and at the
same time refuse a culture of needing to “prove”
that I belong. Building a community of support, holding space for other creatives of color,
embracing failure as part of the development
process, and structuring a format for useful critique are all strategies that have benefitted me in
the past in new, challenging environments.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
RISD Museum Dorner Prize 2020
Status: Accepted (Postponed due to the
Covid-19 Pandemic)

body bring into conversation Rhode Island’s
complicity in slavery, the flesh behind the fragments of evidence troubling archives, and their
utterances reminding us of the violent methods
of wealth production that made Providence, RISD,
and the Museum’s collection possible.

Installation and de-installation will require a
small moving truck to transport the bottles.
Photos and video will be taken of the performance as documentation.

PROJECT PROPOSAL
In 1945 the director of the RISD Art Museum
acquired an odd piece for its collections—the certificate of purchase of an African American slave.
There are no other pieces like it and there are
no known notes regarding the reasoning for the
acquisition. This document has since troubled the
museum’s archive. Is it art? Does it belong here?
What should institutions do when confronted with
such objects in their history or archives?
Regardless of the receipt’s artistic value, it is
evidence—a haunting utterance from the archive
of unspeakable violence. I want to confront this
evidence in earnest. In the project I am envisioning, I will sit with the document for an entire day.
From the opening of the museum until its close I
will not look away. I do not know what will happen
when forced to endure the weight of such an
object’s existence for that length of time, but I
want to find out and I want others to bear witness.
This reckoning will occur in the main room
amidst the lavish paintings of lush European
landscapes. In the gallery, the bust of Nancy
Prophet will share in quiet contemplation. Surrounding me will be 150 amber 1-gallon jugs of
rum, the trade price for an African man in his
prime and one of Rhode Island’s most lucrative
exports during the triangular slave trade. I will be
dressed in a garment made of “slave cloth.” Slave
cloth was a cheap, coarse, cotton and wool fabric
produced predominantly in Rhode Island textile
mills to be fashioned into clothing for slaves.
The bill of slave sale, the bottles of rum, the
garment made of slave cloth, and my own brown
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
Describe what your proposed piece will look like in 300
words or less: include identification of the site, materials,
installation, and deinstallation details. State how your proposal will be implemented and how the site will be returned
to its original condition after the exhibition.
The performance and installation will be held in
the Grand Gallery. In the middle of the gallery
will be the bill of slave sale, framed and mounted
on some sort of temporary wall or podium. We
intend to consult with the museum staff to determine the safest, viable solution to display the
document.
With the funds for the project, we will purchase 150 1-Gallon (128oz) Amber Pistol Grip
Glass Jugs, which we will position in rows on
the ground around the document loosely in
the shape of a slave ship if viewed from above.
There will be a pathway to the document
through the rows of bottles so people can view
it after the performance. There should be sufficient space around the bottles as well for people
to move through the gallery. The bottles will
either be empty or filled with seawater from the
Atlantic and capped with metal lids. Clear labels
will be designed for the jugs that read “Rhode
Island Rum.”
The slave cloth will be woven by a member of
the team from textiles. The slave cloth will then
be fashioned into a pair of pants and a jacket
by another member of the team and worn in
the performance.
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Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Harvard Business CORE 2020
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted
My name is Bobby Joe Smith III. I am a Black and
Lakota designer from the Standing Rock reservation in North Dakota. My creative practice is
focused primarily around culture and language
revitalization through emerging media. My interest in the CORe program comes from a similar
place as my artistic practice—the desire to create
things that reflect the values, needs, and interests
of my community. Entrepreneurship offers a challenging but exciting path towards realizing what I
want to see in the world.

strengthened through a stronger grasp of the business side of the proposal—better market research,
financial forecasting, growth strategies etc. It is my
hope that the Harvard Business Core program can
provide the foundational knowledge needed to not
only strengthen my business proposals, but also
competently and creatively grow and run a business once it is funded.

While earning my Masters in Fine Arts from the
Rhode Island School of Design, I have had the
opportunity to participate in various business
upstart competitions. There is a lot of crossover
between developing an artwork and developing a
business idea. Both processes require research,
iteration, critique, navigating uncertainty, managing resources, and effective communication.
Figuring out how to make an idea financially
viable provides a number of interesting constraints. Although it may seem counter-intuitive, I
appreciate design constraints because they force
me to be more creative. It is this challenging, symbiotic relationship between developing a product
and a business that I find quite engaging. I am
interested in exploring the kinds of unexpected
outcomes that can emerge from being able to
competently shape both sides of the process—the
business side and the design side.

Bobby Joe Smith III
SCHOOL FOR POETIC COMPUTATION
Dark Matters 2020
Instructor: American Artist
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted

Bobby Joe Smith III
SCHOOL FOR POETIC COMPUTATION
Recreating the Past 2020
Instructor: Zach Lieberman
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted

For the past three years I have been earning my MFA in graphic design at the Rhode
Island School of Design. My thesis looks at
how design and poetics can advance decolonial movements amongst Black and Indigenous
communities in the United States. My design
practice often incorporates media arts and
computation. During my time at RISD, I have
had the privilege of teaching web development/design as an adjunct. I enjoy teaching
and am interested in expanding my own methods to share competencies I have learned with
the black, indigenous, and artistic communities
I come from in ways that are thoughtful and
transformative. As such, SFPC’s pedagogical
model was one of the first things that attracted
me to the program. The subjects taught and the
people teaching them have been a source of
inspiration for me. I have wanted to participate
in SFPC for some time and now I will finally
have the potential to do so with the courses
being opened up to online participation. The
school for poetic computation is one of the few
places where my interests would be supported
and encouraged to intersect in interesting and
unexpected ways.

What are you hoping to get out of this session?
My goal for the class is to take a deep dive into
digital aesthetics and computational form making.
In May, I will be graduating from the graphic
design program at the Rhode Island School of
Design and will be joining the Design Media Arts
program at UCLA in the fall. My thesis explores
grammars for decolonial action in Black and
Indigenous communities through design. A lot
of my work is driven through research, theory,
concept, and computation. Because the past
few months have been so theoretical as I have
endeavored to articulate my thesis position, I
have been finding myself longing to retreat to
form making. I find it difficult to play with form
without a conceptual direction and harder still to
translate the development of programming competencies into play. I think this course aligns well
with how I like to learn and experiment. Discussing and reverse engineering iconic computational
artworks to inform my own process for code
based form making is exactly the type of learning I am looking for as I transition from graphic
design to media arts. I have followed and admired
Zach Lieberman’s work for some time and it
would be a thrill to learn from him directly. I
cannot think of a better way to spend my summer
quarantine!

Experiencing the business upstart process has
made me appreciate the complex alchemy involved
in turning intellectual capital into financial capital.
While I have felt confident about the products I
have designed, I have always felt the pitch could be
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Bobby Joe Smith III
SCHOOL FOR POETIC COMPUTATION
Teaching As Art 2020
Instructor: Taeyoon Choi
Statement of Interest
Status: Accepted
What are you hoping to get out of this session?
I am a Black and Indigenous designer from the
Standing Rock reservation in North Dakota.
Teaching has become an important part of
my design practice because sharing, community building, mutual growth, and listening are
important values in the spaces and communities in which I was raised. My mother was a
co-founder and educator at a magnet school
for Native students in the Twin Cities that was
started by the American Indian Movement. From
an early age, the classroom was positioned not
only as a place to develop a passion and skillset
for lifelong learning, but also for community
empowerment and decolonial action. Unfortunately, educational institutions also have an
enduring legacy of abuse, erasure, indoctrination, and subjugation in my communities, as
schools were weaponized to carry out colonial
projects of the settler state. The co-existence
of these two realities has prompted me to be
critical of my own teaching practice and seek
out new modes of knowledge production consistent with the values, needs, and desires of my
people. My ultimate goal is to bring my creative
practice back to Standing Rock and share it with
others in ways that are engaging, empowering,
and transformative. SFPC’s pedagogical model
was one of the aspects of the program that
first attracted me to it. Afrotectopia is another
program that I find particularly inspiring at the
moment. To be able to experience the pedagogy
and begin to develop my own with one of the
co-founders of SFPC would be a significant first
step in helping me realize my long term goals.
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During my time at RISD, I have had the privilege of teaching web development/design as an
adjunct. I enjoy teaching and am interested in
expanding my own methods to share competencies I have learned with the black, indigenous, and
artistic communities I come from in ways that are
thoughtful and transformative. As such, SFPC’s
pedagogical model was one of the first things that
attracted me to the program. The subjects taught
and the people teaching them have been a source
of inspiration for me.

Bobby Joe Smith III
RHODE ISLAND SCHOOL OF DESIGN
Grad Commons Fellowship Grant 2020
Status: Rejected
ABSTRACT:
With funding from the grad commons fellowship, I will purchase materials to build a tipi—the
traditional dwelling of my tribe, the Lakota. The
tipi will serve as a symbol, site, and substrate for
publishing my thesis on decolonial design.
PROJECT NARRATIVE:
I am a Lakota designer from the Standing Rock
reservation in North Dakota. My thesis provides a
framework for deploying design in the service of
ongoing decolonial movements amongst black and
indigenous people in North America. The framework my thesis posits uses design to approach
past, present, and future issues caused by settler colonialism—including culture and language
revitalization, processing and healing trauma,
community organizing and empowerment, and the
visioning and planning of black and indigenous
futures. My time at RISD has helped me formulate
a design practice that strives for the decolonization of my communities through radical creativity.
As part of my educational experience I will publish
this theoretical framework for a decolonial design
practice in a thesis book and submit it to the RISD
library, but that is not where it belongs, nor where
I intend for the inquiry to end. This framework
needs to be deployed and nurtured in the communities and movements for which it was designed,
otherwise it will never have the roots to grow from
theory to practice. I am applying for the grad commons grant to help fund the construction of an
experimental publishing platform for my thesis—
the Lakota tipi.
The tipi is an iconic symbol of indigenaeity in
the setteler imagination, but amongst the Lakota
it has far greater meaning. Formally, the tipi was
engineered to meet the needs of Lakota life on the
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great plains, but its form also reflects a deeper
spiritual and ontological view of the universe.
The walls of the tipi were a primary medium for
visual communication, every family had their own
way of representing who they were on the cover
of their lodge. The visual language derived from
the tipi cover still informs indigenous aesthetics
today. Beyond its formal merits, the tipi was a
place of protection, the center of communal life
amongst the Lakota. I will use the tipi not only for
formal experimentation and the making public
of my thesis research, but also to build/engage
community through programming and workshops
centered around decolonial action.
The tipi I intend to build will follow the traditional
architecture of the Lakota, but instead of animal
hide or canvas, I will use contemporary iridescent
textiles for the tipi cover, which I will embellish
using digital embroidery techniques. The textile’s
iridescence is activated through exposure to
artificial light. I intend to experiment with the aesthetic possibilities of projection mapping on this
reflective iridescent material to turn the tipi into
a substrate for my thesis. There is also potential
to integrate sensors and electrical components to
enable responsive, computational interactivity.
I have been trained in digital embroidery techniques through co-works, and have experience
programming and integrating sensors and
microctrollers into textiles. My grandmother will
guide me in the construction of the tipi. Next year,
I will be attending UCLA’s Design and Media Arts
program where I will work with an advisor in the
development of media for the project, as well as
its deployment and execution.
MATERIALS:
• Seventeen 22’ lodge poles (RK Lodges)
• Twelve 18’’ lacing pins (RK Lodges)
• Eighteen Stakes (RK Lodges)
• 38’ of 3/16’’ lacing chord (hardware store)
• Rope (hardware store)
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•
•
•

74 yards of 36’’ wide water proof, iridescent
material for tipi exterior (swatch-on)
36 yards of 36” material for tipi lining
(swatch-on)
Microcontrollers, sensors, batteries, and conductive thread (adafruit)

Bobby Joe Smith III
QUEER.ARCHIVE.WORK
QAW Residency Application 2020
Status: Pending
To apply for a QAW Risograph Residency, send us an email
describing your practice, why you would like to access this
particular space and its resources, a link to your website,
what this opportunity would enable, and what kind of
timing would work for you.
Accepting applications through May 22, 2020. Applications
will be reviewed by artist Edwige Charlot, writer Nora Khan,
QAW founder Paul Soulellis, and QAW director David Kim.
The review team will notify applicants about August–October residencies by mid-June.
Dear Edwige Charlot, Nora Khan, Paul Soulellis,
and David Kim,
Thank you for making time to consider my application. My name is Bobby Joe Smith III, I am a
Black and Lakota designer from the Standing
Rock reservation in North Dakota. My proposal
for the RISO residency is to produce a physical
version of my graduate thesis that is both poetic
and befitting the contents of the work.
Over the past three years I have had the privilege of studying graphic design at the Rhode
Island School of Design. During my time there,
I was introduced to Paul’s practice in experimental publishing, as well as the magic of the
Risograph machine. For the past year, with the
help of an extremely knowledgeable, inspiring,
and generous team of advisors, I have been
developing an approach to design that centers
the cultures, values, desires, and movements of
the Black and Indigenous communities I claim.
My thesis looks to define grammars that could
be used in a design practice to advance projects
for decolonization, particularly as it exists in the
United States. These grammars have been articulated primarily by Black and Indigenous, queer,
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feminist thinkers, makers, and organizers—who
else, right?!
This work has come to mean a lot to me, not only
because of the labor put into it, the perspectives it centers, and the way it has shaped my
practice, but also because of the small dedicated
community of people that have given so much
of themselves to help nurture it. When I started
my thesis process, I set the intention to create
something that wouldn’t just go to die inside of
the RISD archive. I wanted my thesis to be a deep
and honest meditation on what I need design to
be to serve my practice and the people for whom
my practice is committed. It did not take long for
me to realize what I needed most from design
is a community—folx with whom to guide, share,
and bring joy to this work. This work has already
begun to be that for me and I am applying to this
residency because I am excited about where it
might go.

If you would like to view some of my work, you
can find my portfolio on my website—
www.bobbyjoesmith.com. If you have any questions or would simply like to say hi, please do not
hesitate to reach out.
Thank you again for your consideration. I am so
very happy that this residency exists and I wish
you all the best of luck in the selection process.
In solidarity,
Bobby Joe Smith III

The next step for the work is to share it more
broadly. By making it public through a radical act
of publishing I can give it life outside of the institution of RISD—out in the wild where it belongs. I
could not imagine a better way to honor this work
than by printing it at QAW and thereby having it
share in the story, community, and politics that
this space engenders. Being able to share in the
mission and vision of QAW in this way would add
another layer of meaning to what my thesis work
has become.
My ideal timeline would be to begin printing in
early August. This would give me time over the
summer to refine my thesis for publication, plan
out the physical characteristics, acquire supplies,
and prepare the design for printing on the Risograph. It would also give me time to think through
distribution. It would be great to devise a distribution model that allows for community engagement
and supports decolonial infrastructure like QAW.
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